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WELCOME
Which ball drops faster from the Leaning Tower of Pisa? In what kind of soil do
green beans grow taller? Does adding sugar to a vase of flowers delay wilting? Ask a
second-grader! I did, at a recent science fair, and was reminded of the excitement
children and youth can experience when they take on the role of scientist,
experimenter, inventor—and expert.
We are most grateful to the Noyce Foundation for supporting this issue of
Afterschool Matters focused on STEM in out-of-school time (OST) settings. Lifting
up the ongoing contribution of OST programs to STEM learning is an important
exercise for the field. Dimensions of STEM learning such as investigating, reasoning,
analyzing, concluding, and explaining can regularly be part of OST learning content.
Enriching and engaging STEM learning experiences can build skills intimately related
to school and career success.
Through various organizations and initiatives, the momentum for enhancing
STEM learning in OST programs is growing. Recently the Afterschool Alliance
produced the report “Defining Youth Outcomes for STEM Learning in Afterschool,”
which helps to identify what STEM learning outcomes afterschool programs could
help to achieve, what the indicators of progress toward such outcomes might be, and
what types of evidence could be collected by afterschool programs.
We hope that this issue of Afterschool Matters pushes the conversation forward.
Whether the subject is cryptology, biology, or March Madness bracketology, the OST
program lab is open! We encourage all to come in.
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where it gets interesting
Competing Models of STEM Learning After School
by Bronwyn Bevan and Vera Michalchik

In an afterschool science program in a mid-sized city in the
South, 12 sixth-grade students are about to make batteryoperated motors using copper wires, paper clips, magnets,
tape, and 9-volt batteries. Before starting the activity, one
of the two classroom teachers leading this weekly program passes out ice cream cones to the children, who sit
in two rows of desks facing the front of the class. Leaning back in her chair with her own ice cream, the other

terials. They ask a student to read aloud the step-by-step instructions and then instruct the children to begin, working
individually at their desks. The teachers roam through the
room to assist them. The students hunch over their desks as
they assiduously assemble the materials, carefully coil the
copper wire around the battery, and affix the paper clips to
the terminal nodes. As they work, they engage in casual side
talk, giggles, and commentary. Concentration is in the air.
Individuals ask for assistance: The copper wires keep springing off the battery; a connection can’t be made. The teachers
come over to hold the batteries or pinch the paper clips.
Children continue good-naturedly to work at wrapping and

teacher makes small talk for several minutes before asking
Investigation Club members what they know about motors.
The children and teacher casually converse about their experiences at home with their parents’ cars, boats, or lawn mowers.
The teacher shares what she learned from her own father, “a shadetree mechanic,” about fixing car engines. During the conversation
the teacher calls out several components of car motors—air, oil,
gasoline, batteries—when the children mention them.
After about 30 minutes, with all the ice cream consumed, the teachers pass out the activity worksheet and ma-
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served on the NSF-sponsored Committee on Learning Science
in Informal Environments at the National Research Council.

electric circuit as she sketched it on the blackboard. They
were also asked to distribute the materials for a fruit-battery activity and to demonstrate to their peers how to coil
the copper wire to complete a circuit. This time, with the
correct materials assembled, the Investigation Club students successfully completed the circuits—more quickly
than did many of their peers. The teacher asked them
to assist other students. Most but not all of the sixthgraders successfully completed a circuit before the end
of the activity time. The teacher then led a discussion
This description of an observation in May 2009 is
about the ways in which trials and failures are an intrinrepresentative of many science activities we have obsic part of the scientific process. One of the Investigation
served in afterschool settings serving middle school chilClub children recounted how the club’s earlier activity
dren. The setting is school-like, with desks in rows and
hadn’t worked and described what he thought the probteachers at the front of the room.
lems might have been. The class
The mood, featuring ice cream
Use of this additive model discussed the variables that made
cones and casual conversation, is
it easier or harder to complete the
relaxed; the activity is materials- of learning, we argue, may circuits. The teacher led the stulead to missed learning
based; and the pedagogical context
dents through a review of the key
is spare, using untested activities
ideas, terms, and processes of the
opportunities for all
and limited materials with minimal
activity, moving into a six-week
children, and perhaps
instruction and reflection. This
unit on electricity.
especially
for
children
from
particular project was one of 16
This classroom teacher was
programs we studied as a part of a high-poverty communities. aware that some of the students
federally funded initiative on scihad recently attempted to comence learning in out-of-school time (OST).
plete circuits. She knew of their interest in science and
No operating motors were built during the two
their affiliations with the Investigation Club program.
hours we observed the Investigation Club (a pseudShe called on them to spark group conversations, to
onym), but many other things happened. Students idendemonstrate, and to assist other students. In this way, she
tified and shared what they knew about motors and batleveraged their interests and growing capacities both to
teries from everyday life. They swapped stories and jokes
support their own learning and to advance the producwith their teachers and with one another, solidifying
tive engagement of the whole class. She even knew that
their membership in a science-focused community. They
the afterschool activity had not unfolded as planned, so
undertook the science activities with alacrity and perthat the students’ grasp of concepts might be tenuous;
sisted despite frustrations. They gained familiarity with
thus she took on the diagram sketching herself, with
materials including copper wire, batteries, and clips as
their verbal input leading the way.
they assembled a multi-component apparatus. They diActually, this classroom episode didn’t really haprectly experienced practices of science that involve buildpen, at least as far as we know. The afterschool program
ing, tinkering, and refining toward the goal of constructwe observed was conducted in a school, with schooling an operational instrument.
teachers working as afterschool club leaders. However,
because the design of the program was grounded in the
How Connections Happen—or Don’t
assumption that interest sparked in one place—afterTwo days later, in the school-day science class, another
school—would automatically generate interest in another
teacher began the sixth-grade electricity unit. Four of her
setting—school—the afterschool program leaders did
24 students were part of Investigation Club. When she
not make special efforts to connect to the classroom.
asked for examples of electricity in students’ daily lives,
The underlying model of learning was that interest is a
one of the Investigation Club students gave the example
steady construct. If it gets stoked in one place, it will
of a car battery, whereas other students all referred to
catch fire in another. The research that documented the
items that are typically plugged into a wall. The teacher
effects of the afterschool program, therefore, focused
called on the Investigation Club students to describe an
solely on what happened during afterschool hours and
rewrapping the wire, which just won’t hold. Maybe the paper
clips are too loose? There are some groans of frustration but
no recrimination, and nobody gives up. As the hour nears 5
p.m., parents start to drift in to pick up their children. Nobody
has gotten a motor to work. “Maybe it was the wrong gauge
wire,” says a teacher. She tells the children to write about
what happened in their science notebooks. A single student
picks up her notebook and starts to write. The others start
packing up their bags and begin to leave one by one.
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how it supported engagement. The study design did not
The other model is extended learning, in which aftertest assumptions about how concepts and experiences
school aligns more closely with the school curriculum.
in the afterschool setting would manifest in the school
Interest in extended day models is growing as many comsetting. We don’t know if they did,
munities seek more time to improve
if they didn’t, or even if they had
students’ academic performance,
That program relied on
opportunities to do so.
generally measured by standardized
what
we
term
the
additive
This narrow focus is, we conachievement tests. Some argue that
model of learning, which extended day programs can be ortend, a problem. It arises from a
model of learning that views interganized so that learning activities
posits that providing
est, engagement, and learning as
children with rich science are markedly different from school
context-free. Use of this additive
activities and yet directly reinforce
experiences in one setting key ideas or concepts from the
model of learning, we argue, may
is like filling a beaker.
lead to missed learning opportunities
school curriculum.
for all children, and perhaps espeThe extended school day, beStudents’ levels of science
cially for children from high-poverty
cause it is clearly a part of the
interest, capacity, and
communities. These children are
school curriculum and strategy,
commitment rise and
more likely than children from
may be most logically assessed
should therefore remain
higher-income communities to atthrough school measurements
tend afterschool programs that are
such as test scores, attendance,
equally high in other
funded by government and private
and grades.
settings such as school,
foundations. These funders often reThe expanded school day is
home, and other OST
quire programs to collect data that
more complicated. Its premise is
programs.
is informed by the additive model
that time after school might be
of learning—for example, pre- to
fundamentally different from
post-program changes in interest or attitudes or in schoolschool time. Expanded afterschool programs might adday grades or test scores. Use of these data in turn shapes
dress subject matter, practices, terms, and instruments
afterschool program designs and possibilities.
that are not included in the school curriculum or that
are covered at more advanced grade levels. For example,
Competing Theories of Afterschool
expanded programs might include taking care of aniAfterschool programs are currently conceptualized
mals in a life sciences program based at a zoo, learning
in two ways. One is represented by expanded
about complex systems through computer-based modellearning, which includes a wide range of content-rich
ing at a local research agency, or participating in a youth
opportunities in the hours outside of school, including
research team associated with a local municipal agency’s
summer camps. The operating assumption is that, in
water quality studies.
structured OST programs, children can learn concepts
The viability of expanded day programs in the eyes
or develop capacities or interests that will later enhance
of policymakers and funders rests partially on the astheir engagement in everyday as well as academic
sumption that students who are engaged in high-quality
settings. Some of these programs are science-specific.
OST science programs will build their interests, capaciThey might be based at science museums, like the XTech
ties, and commitments to science in ways that will carry
program at the Exploratorium, or in youth development
over to enhance engagement in school science. Indeed,
programs devoted to science, like Project Exploration in
this premise informed the federal program that funded
Chicago. However, most expanded learning programs
Investigation Club. That program relied on what we term
are not science-specific. For example, most 21st Century
the additive model of learning, which posits that providLearning Community Centers and equivalent district
ing children with rich science experiences in one setting
or county programs encompass a range of activities,
is like filling a beaker. Students’ levels of science interest,
including play, snack, homework time, and academic
capacity, and commitment rise and should therefore reenrichment. Though most of the academic activities
main equally high in other settings such as school, home,
focus on reading and mathematics, increasingly
and other OST programs (Bevan & Michalchik, 2012).
afterschool leaders report that they are interested in
Many researchers value the ways in which highincorporating science activities into their offerings.
quality expanded day programs productively engage

Bevan & Michalchik
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children in science practices, communities, and learning.
2012). We argue that the additive model limits attempts
Research shows that, in these settings, children access
to understand learning across settings and timeframes in
resources—objects, instruments, expertise, settings—
several ways.
not otherwise available to them (Barron, Wise, & Martin,
First, even the most passionate science learner emerg2012). They expand their social networks through new
ing from an OST setting can become bored or confused in
relationships with one another, with science or mathea badly conducted school science class. It is equally true
matics professionals, and with other adults (Khisty &
that even the most deeply committed school science stuWilley, 2012). They expand their identities as achievers
dent can be turned off during boring OST activities.
in the context of science (Barton & Tan, 2010; Fusco,
However, in the additive model, if students attending OST
2001; Rahm, 2002). They take on new responsibility for
STEM programs do not perform better in school science
and authorship of their science understanding
than children who do not attend, both the value of the OST
(Vossoughi, 2012).
program and the development of the learners are quesAlthough this research makes a compelling case that
tioned. (See Kane, 2004, for a synthesis of four different
powerful science learning can occur in youth developprogram evaluations, though none are science-specific.)
ment contexts, as researchers we struggle with how to
A second problem stems from assumptions about
document and assess at scale the contributions such expehow children categorize activities. The additive model
riences represent for children. We emphasize scale because
presupposes that children who have a positive experience
we know that STEM education
in a given science activity should
funders, policymakers, and program
later respond positively to other
This view suggests that
leaders need documentation of proscience activities. Children who
children carry around a
gram effectiveness and student learnlike robots ought to like chemisunified feeling about
ing. The evidence must be obtained in
try. This view suggests that chil“science,”
regardless
of
ways that are at once efficient, in that
dren carry around a unified feelthey do not require detailed and costly
whether their interests are ing about “science,” regardless of
observations and interviews, while
whether their interests are in aniin animals or planets,
also being non-obtrusive, for exammals or planets, gadgets or gargadgets
or
gardens,
ple, not “ruining” the OST experience
dens, illustrating plant life or
illustrating plant life or
by requiring school-like paper-andwatching things explode. In fact,
pencil tests.
watching things explode. researchers have documented the
Moving documentation and asways in which children’s interests
sessment to scale is, we argue, critical
in science are domain-specific
to ensuring that the expanded day continues to be an op(Azevedo, 2011).
tion in the face of the growing interest in extended day
Third, the additive model discounts the value of
learning. We fear that, in the absence of demonstrated evipositive engagements with OST activities that may not
dence of learning, extended day models, because they are
directly link to school science but that may open the
easier to document through existing school measures, will
door for ongoing future engagement with science, inbe used with students from high-poverty communities,
cluding in the school setting. Such positive experiences
while harder-to-document expanded day opportunities
might engage children in noticing specific phenomena,
will be reserved mostly for students from more wealthy
developing skills on which they can later draw, or estabcommunities, where science scores are of less concern. To
lishing peer or adult relationships that make science
date, efforts to develop effective expanded day assessment
more appealing. Generally, OST programs offer time, tolmodels that can scale up have been hindered by the aserance, safety, choice, and flexibility for intertwining
sumptions of the additive model of learning.
emotional, aesthetic, and social elements into learning
activities in ways not as easily accommodated by schools.
Limitations of the Additive Model of Learning
Fourth, the additive model underplays important
The additive model of learning assumes that if children
contemporary paradigms in the learning sciences (Lave
participate in afterschool STEM programs by x amount,
& Wenger, 1991; Rogoff & Lave, 1984; Sawyer, 2006).
their overall interest, capacity, and engagement in
This research shows that, in order to make useful conSTEM—and particularly in school STEM—should rise
nections between their OST and school experiences,
by an amount equivalent to x (Bevan & Michalchik,
children benefit from clear points of articulation between

4
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the two. In this view, the construct of “interest” has little
In recent years, education researchers have begun to
meaning apart from activities that directly relate to that
pay progressively more attention to learning across setinterest. Practical experience is the basis on which chiltings. Scholars argue for the need to conduct cross-setting
dren make connections among learning activities across
studies both to understand how children develop interests
settings. This reality has many pedagogical implications
and expertise over time and to discover the social arrangefor the design and delivery of programs that seek to make
ments and opportunities that exist—or do not exist—to
these connections (Ito et al., 2012).
support learning (Gutiérrez, 2012; Lee, 2008). Many thus
The additive model does not take into account the
undertake this research to advance educational equity (see
fact that a given context or activity system that provides
Banks et al., 2007) because, as inequitable outcomes refor successful learning is not, at its core, the same as the
veal, educational settings appear to vary in their ability to
next. A child engaged by the configuration of people,
leverage learners’ existing interests and resources (Bell,
ideas, tools, tasks, processes, and possibilities in the afBricker, Reeve, Zimmerman, & Tzou, 2012).
terschool setting will face a different
In-depth documentation of
configuration during the school day.
learning in a given setting is imScholars argue for the
Each evokes a different “fit” between
portant (and especially informative
need to conduct crossthe child and the activities at hand
for program leaders), but it may
setting studies both to
and therefore draws forth a different
be limited when used to predict
set of responses.
understand how children whether one approach or another
Though people do carry with
is “more effective” unless it is condevelop interests and
them continuously developing sets
textualized across the settings of
expertise over time and to the learning ecologies in which it
of interests, proclivities, and pasdiscover the social
sions (see Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003;
exists.
Holland, Lachicotte, Skinner, &
From an educational perspecarrangements and
Cain, 1998), how these interests and
tive,
cross-setting research may
opportunities that exist—
proclivities manifest themselves is
reveal how and where children
or do not exist—to
not so simple. We posit that the addevelop interests and capacities to
support
learning.
ditive model of learning is overly
productively engage in science,
simplistic, to the point that it obthus enabling program leaders to
scures what may be happening across settings. The persisbetter leverage and coordinate learning resources. From a
tence of this model may be one reason for the exceedingly
learning sciences perspective, research that follows chilmixed results in large-scale studies of afterschool learning
dren across settings, especially when it addresses non(James-Burdumy, Dynarski, Moore, Deke, & Mansfield,
dominant communities that are frequently underrepre2005; Kane, 2004). Its use threatens the viability of exsented in the literature, can strengthen our understanding
panded day programs, especially for children attending
of learning and human development and how these vary
high-poverty schools.
culturally by expanding the body of data to be more inclusive and therefore more complete (Bell et al., 2012).

Contextual Model of Learning

In contrast to the additive model of learning, we posit a
contextual model. In using this phrase, we follow a long
line of scholars who have documented the ways in which
learning, identity, interest, and participation are related to
context (Esmonde et al., 2012; Gutiérrez & Rogoff, 2003;
Holland et al., 1998; Lave & Wenger, 1991; McDermott &
Varenne, 1998). Rather than counting on the direct transfer
of knowledge, skills, or interests from one setting to another, researchers must identify the multiple and contingent
ways in which children express their growing fluencies with
diverse scientific practices. These fluencies will look different in different settings and may not appear at all when
conditions do not support them.

Bevan & Michalchik

Investigation Club Revisited
We return to the Investigation Club. Because it was part of
a larger federally funded program called SCIstar (a
pseudonym), the effects of participation in the Investigation
Club were measured in part through pre- and post-program
pencil-and-paper surveys to see if children’s attitudes
toward science changed. The assumption, following the
additive model, was that, if attitudes changed during
SCIstar participation, the changed attitudes would also
play out in school, home, and other OST settings—and
even possibly in career interests.
The surveys asked about children’s prior experiences
with STEM generally and with OST STEM; they also used
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an instrument designed to assess attitudes toward science
Penuel, Fishman, Sabelli, & Cheng, 2011). However, sim(Weinburgh & Steele, 2000). Analysis of the data showed
pler forms of research are not providing the field with useful
that children’s positive attitudes in
information. We are looking for a
science, which started high on a
broken power line on our property
A contextual model of
five-point scale, held steady durbecause that is where we live, but the
learning and a cross-setting power line could be broken anying the middle school years. This
model of research design where in the entire network. Also,
finding runs counter to the widely
documented drop in positive attiwould enable the field of there could be power at the house
tudes and interest in science during
informal science education next door or in the community across
middle school (George, 2000;
the river, but we have not had the into
look
for
power
where
it
Zacharia & Calabrese-Barton,
clination or wherewithal to look. A
2004). Indeed, when we com- actually exists and to locate contextual model of learning and a
breakages in the line that cross-setting model of research design
pared students participating in
the 16 SCIstar projects with nonkeep children from getting would enable the field of informal sciparticipating students matched for
ence education to look for power
the full benefit of STEM
demographics and levels of interest
where it actually exists and to locate
in STEM, we found that attitudes experiences—in and out of breakages in the line that keep chilschool.
toward science dropped in the
dren from getting the full benefit of
comparison group but held steady
STEM experiences—in and out of
for the youth in SCIstar (Bevan, Gallagher, Michalchik,
school. Such approaches would inform the work of educaRemold, & Bhanot, in review).
tors, researchers, and policymakers.
The evaluation of SCIstar involved other elements in
addition to the surveys, notably extensive on-site observaFostering an Ecology of STEM Learning
tions and interviews. However, in none of the 16 projects
The additive model of learning not only runs counter to
did local project leaders or evaluators take a cross-setting
the contemporary understanding of learning but also unapproach to understand if and how SCIstar experiences
dermines the potential of OST programs to support
might be showing up in other settings, such as home,
youth engagement in STEM learning. It leads to use of
school, or other OST programs. As the external evaluators
false measurement strategies, such as holding OST STEM
of the program, we did not have institutional review
programs accountable for school outcomes. These docboard clearance to conduct this research ourselves.
umentation strategies in turn shape—and potentially
If the program had been based on a contextual model
narrow—program design and implementation. Moreover,
of learning, the situation would have been different.
the additive model diverts attention from the central issue
Cross-setting approaches would have been used to design,
of making rich learning opportunities more equitably
develop, and document the Investigation Club project.
available across local learning settings. A single powerful
From the beginning, school and OST leaders would have
science learning opportunity—whether at home, in afdeveloped a shared set of goals for the students. Program
terschool, or at school—can be exciting and memorable.
design and evaluation would have included determining
However, unless it is embedded in an ecology of further
how to follow children in home and other settings.
opportunities that include higher-level mathematics,
Program leaders would have identified ways to document
feature role models of all kinds, and offer increasingly
growing STEM interest or capacities during the school day.
advanced and complex learning, the single science
Documentation would not have been limited to grades
learning opportunity is likely to remain singular.
and standardized test scores; it might have included the
In contrast to the additive model of learning, we posnature of student participation, questions, leadership, and
it a contextual model that conceptualizes learning as a
engagement in STEM activities in and out of school.
process that takes place over time and across settings, in
Depending on the focus of the activity—in the case of
response to specific people, ideas, tools, and opportuniInvestigation Club, energy and earth systems—a study
ties. This process can also be shut down or diverted when
could have determined whether key concepts as well as
opportunities and connections are not made available or
scientific practices were carried into the school day.
comprehensible (Barton & Yang, 2000; Bell et al., 2012).
This method of research is not simple. It requires coThe distinction between additive and contextual
ordination across multiple systems and stakeholders (see
models is not a minor or semantic issue. The additive
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model represents a fundamental misconceptualization (see
Stetsenko, 2009) that can undermine the developmental
power of the OST setting. For example, the assumption that
interest carries across settings independent of the types of
opportunities available can lead policymakers to devalue
or even defund powerful OST programs whose effects
don’t register on school measures. The school itself—not
the OST program, which has no control over the school
day—should be accountable for how young people perform on school measures.
To better understand and capture the complex processes of learning, research in OST STEM needs to take a
longer view of how OST fits into a larger learning ecology.
It needs to attend to the specific contexts of STEM learning and clearly tie the measures of learning to the models
of learning. Taking such an approach implies that:
UÊ -V Ê i>ÃÕÀiÃÊ Ã Õ`Ê LiÊ VÃ`iÀi`Ê >ÃÊ ÀiiÛ>ÌÊ ÌÊ
OST programs only when robust connections between
school and OST have been designed and implemented.
UÊ iÌÌiÀÊ>`ÊiLi``i`Ê>`Ê>ÌÕÀ>ÃÌV®Êi>ÃÕÀiiÌÃÊ
of learning must be developed for OST STEM programs,
especially when they have different, and perhaps richer,
goals for learning than do many school science programs (see Michalchik & Gallagher, 2010).
UÊ ,iÃi>ÀV ÊvÀ>iÜÀÃÊÌ >ÌÊLiÌÌiÀÊ>VVÕÌÊvÀÊi>À}Ê
as it develops across settings and time must be developed and incorporated into studies of OST learning.
UÊ ÀiÊ -/ Ê "-/Ê «À}À>ÃÊ Ã Õ`Ê LiÊ ÃÕ««ÀÌi`Ê >`Ê
made more equitably available. We suggest that this need
for more, and more equitable, high-quality STEM learning opportunities applies equally in school settings.
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how wide is a squid eye?
Integrating Mathematics into Public Library Programs
for the Elementary Grades
by Marlene Kliman, Nuria Jaumot-Pascual, and Valerie Martin

The chart in Figure 1 (page 10) is affixed to the wall in the
children’s room of a public library branch in a large city. A
group of 8–11-year-old children, having posted their own

Each week, children in Markeshia’s group explore a
“question of the week.” Sometimes children choose the question; sometimes Markeshia selects a question to mesh with a
theme she wants children to explore. Whatever the topic, she

information on the chart, watch with excitement to see how
the data set evolves as passersby contribute. Lashawnda
is hoping that the next person to add a dot increases the
height of the “bump” around 9, while Jamal is rooting for
more dots near 5, to form two “bumps,” a bimodal distribution. Maximilliano wonders if anyone with a name longer than his will post a dot, further extending the range.
As children reflect on the growing patterns of responses,
their afterschool group leader, Markeshia, guides them to consider sampling: If we collect 100 more responses from this library,
do you think the overall shape of the data will remain the same?
What if we collect responses from a library branch across town?
from a different part of the U.S.? from another country?
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Figure 1. Math off the Shelf Activity
always embeds data analysis, guided by resources that show
her how she can infuse math into her work with children.
Although public library programs for the elementary
grades offer explorations in a wide range of topics, scenes
like this one, in which mathematics plays a role, are all too
rare: Mathematics offerings are typically limited to homework help (Char & Foote, 2009; U.S. Department of
Education, 2003). However, when informal educators incorporate mathematics into their project-based offerings,
children stand to gain. Participating in out-of-school activities that embed mathematics in authentic ways bolsters children’s skill development, appreciation of the relevance of
mathematics, and mathematics attitudes (Guberman, 2004;
Harris Interactive, 2011; Nasir, Hand, & Taylor, 2008).
Informal educators, from afterschool providers to librarians, care deeply about children’s mathematical success,
but they often are math-avoidant themselves and thus shy
away from doing mathematics with children (Gasbara &
Johnson, 2008; Intel, 2009). Like many adults, they lack
confidence and comfort with mathematics, and they view
mathematics as being devoid of context. In everyday life,
adults estimate, measure, and navigate, but they don’t think
of these activities as mathematics and do not share strategies
with children (Esmonde et al., 2013; Lange & Meaney,
2011). Even as awareness of science as a cultural and social
activity is growing, adults of all backgrounds often view
mathematics as a context-free topic consisting of facts and
algorithms (Allexsaht-Snider, 2006; Martin, 2009a, 2009b).
To provide informal educators in library settings with
an alternative vision of mathematics, the authors, based at
TERC, a STEM education nonprofit, initiated Math off the
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Shelf (MotS) with funding from the National Science
Foundation. MotS involved two phases: resource development and dissemination with evaluation. In the first phase,
we worked with library-based informal educators (LBIEs,
including children’s librarians and library-based afterschool
educators) to create interdisciplinary mathematics resources
tailored specifically to their needs. In the second phase, we
made the resources available to a wider group of LBIEs and
investigated results: Did access to these resources lead LBIEs
to make any changes in their practices? in the way they interacted with children? in their own views of mathematics?
In this paper, we describe resource characteristics and
key findings. We chose to focus on LBIEs because families
are increasingly relying on public libraries as free, safe places
for children in the absence of other out-of-school care
(Newman & Celano, 2006; Public Agenda, 2006). Given
the wide range of informal educators based in libraries, our
findings suggest that informal educators can integrate mathematics into their offerings if they have access to resources
that readily mesh with their own program goals and formats.

Designing Math Resources:
What Works in the Library?
For the first two years of MotS, we worked with several dozen
LBIEs in four regions in the northeastern U.S. (Queens, New
York, and locations in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and
Westchester County, New York) to create interdisciplinary
mathematics resources. The majority of our LBIE partners
were based in urban areas with significant low-income
Latino/a or African-American populations. As communitybased informal educators, LBIEs know their audience well:
They craft programs to fit the interests and needs of the local
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Table 1. Typical Children’s Public Library Characteristics
LIBRARY CHARACTERISTIC
population; they are familiar with formats and themes that draw in neighborhood crowds; and they build strong
rapport with the community. Thus, we
sought to develop ways for them to infuse mathematics into what they already do successfully and confidently,
rather than create a separate, standalone mathematics program.

Design Process
We employed an interactive and iterative design process. First, we solicited
from LBIEs upcoming programming
themes, such as animals or healthy
snacks, and special events, such as
Earth Day or Chinese New Year. We also
asked them about their needs when no
programs are available; for example,
they need games children can play quietly by themselves. Next, we developed activities designed to be embedded in these existing contexts and
themes. After our LBIE partners chose
among the activities, implemented
their choices, and gave feedback, we
revised and then invited a wider
group to try the activities. Our process
continued until we had a varied bank
of about 200 well-vetted activities in
English and Spanish, including dozens
each of crafts, projects to last an hour
or more, games, and short activities
designed to fill 5–10 minutes. Many of
the activities are appropriate for the full
elementary grade range, with suggestions for increasing or reducing challenge; others are geared for particular
grade levels. For example, the activity
that introduced this article could be
made simpler for younger children
by using a yes-or-no question such as
“Did you eat fruit today?”
Throughout the process, we
spent hundreds of hours communicating with LBIEs in person, by
phone, and by e-mail to better understand their realities, the opportunities
and constraints in their varied library
settings, their goals and joys in work-
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COMMON?

CORRESPONDING MotS
CHARACTERISTIC

Setting allows for
substantial noise,
movement, mess; provides
separate activity space

No

Books are available

Yes

Includes activities that make
use of library resources

Yes

Capitalizes on public
audience with data-collection
activities and museum-type
displays

Varies

Offers activities that can
be readily customized to
a theme (e.g., animals,
weather, planets)

Yes

Provides guidance on
drawing out the mathematics
mid-activity, rather than only
at wrap-up

Drop-in attendance:
number, age, and abilities
of participants not known
in advance

Yes

Includes information on
selecting and adapting for
different needs, abilities,
ages, and audiences

Children present when
program or adult
supervision is unavailable

Yes

Offers activities children can
do without adult facilitation

Informal educators have
paid time for professional
development

Varies

Designed to be accessible
without training

Informal educators have
autonomy in designing
programs

Yes

Resources are accessible and
visually appealing to draw in
math-avoidant adults

No

Draws on adults’ everyday
math skills by focusing on
content that arises from
authentic situations (e.g.,
measuring to create a poster)

Setting serves as a public
space; substantial foot
traffic

Programs, boards, and
displays follow a monthly
or seasonal theme

Participants may walk away
mid-activity, leaving the
program or building

Informal educators
comfortable leading
mathematics activities

Provides a resource bank;
LBIEs choose what fits their
setting
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ing with children, and their reasons for choosing to use particular resources. Table 1 summarizes
characteristics common to their
settings and ways that we shaped
MotS resources to accommodate
their needs.

Jar 1

Example Activities

Jar 2
Estimate
Jar 1 Jar 2

Explanation

40

Well, jar 2 has smaller pieces so
it has more than jar 1

200

113

850 Because 1 big one =

100

I did length x width
1000 then I x’ed that by height

about 5 small ones

The resource bank includes a
broad variety of activities. Some
are appropriate for almost any
type of out-of-school program,
Figure 2. Estimation Strategies Recorded at a Public Library
including crafts projects and
games children can play quietly. Others are designed to
Children’s Books as Mathematical Springboards
capitalize on unique aspects of most library settings. Often
Mathematics is inherent in many aspects of children’s
LBIEs customized activities to fit local interests and needs.
books: shapes and sizes in picture book illustrations, dimensions of fairy tale giants of phenomenal proportions,
Library as Venue for Gathering Public Opinions
and quantities and measurements in record books. In
As the opening anecdote on name length illustrates, libraries
one activity, Size Riddles (http://mixinginmath.terc.edu/
can be an ideal venue for collecting and displaying data from
activities/sizeriddles.php), children make sense of meaa wide range of passersby. LBIEs have used the MotS datasurements while exploring nonfiction books about animals,
collection activity “Quick Questions” (http://mixinginmath.
plants, people, or anything that comes in different sizes. For
terc.edu/activities/quickquestions.php) to explore commuinstance, one LBIE focused the activity on sea creatures
nity data on everything from languages spoken at home to
in order to align with her summer-long ocean theme.
favorite vegetables to opinions about changes to local bus
Children perused non-fiction books to find intriguing
service. LBIEs choose the question to match children’s infacts about the size of sea creatures; then they used the
terests, address a timely community issue, or align with a
facts in riddles, accompanied by string or ribbon that they
monthly or summer reading theme.
measured and cut to represent the size (Figure 3).

Library as Forum for Exchanging
Problem-Solving Strategies
Patrons of all ages bring different opinions, experiences, and
backgrounds to the library; they also bring a variety of
mathematical strategies. Museum-type displays, in which
patrons are confronted with a puzzle or problem and asked
to record their solution strategies, provide a way for children
to share ideas with and learn from many others. In one such
activity, children and other library patrons share strategies for
estimating. LBIEs place two identical jars out in a public area.
They fill one jar with large objects, such as beads, pasta shells,
or pompoms, and another with identical smaller ones. Next
to the jars is a sheet on which passersby record the number
of objects they estimate to be in each and, most importantly,
how they made their estimates (Figure 2). As with Quick
Questions, this activity, Mystery Jars (http://mixinginmath.
terc.edu/activities/mysteryjars.php) can be readily adapted
to different themes. For instance, LBIEs have used large and
small beads to launch an arts-and-crafts monthly theme and
bottle caps of two sizes in honor of Earth Day.
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What Changed When the Resources
Were Distributed Widely?
Once we finalized the resources, we made them available for
free access on a public website: http://mixinginmath.terc.
edu. For evaluation purposes, we selected eight primarily
low-income cities and regions across the U.S. In each, a library administrator sent out an e-mail encouraging LBIEs to
review the website and use any activities they wished. Use
was voluntary; in most cases, administrators had no supervisory role over LBIEs and did not track or follow up on use.
Survey Process
In each of the next three years, an external evaluator who had
not been involved in the resource development sent an annual
electronic survey to LBIEs in the eight regions with the help of
their library administrators. LBIEs were asked to fill out the
complete survey if they had learned of MotS resources at least
four months previously. Survey items addressed incorporation of mathematics into work with children, math-related
attitudes and beliefs, reasons for including mathematics in
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instance, in 2010, 74 percent reported integrating mathematics
into crafts programs at least
monthly, 28 percent doing so at
least weekly, and 3 percent daily; 40 percent incorporated
mathematics into story times
and book clubs at least monthly
and 21 percent at least weekly
(Char & Berube, 2010).

Talk about Mathematics
At baseline, talk about mathematics apart from homework
Figure 3. A Size Riddle
was minimal: Only 11 percent of
programs, and perceptions of benefits to children. The evalLBIEs surveyed in 2009 reported ever discussing mathematuator had already gathered baseline data on a subset of these
ics in everyday life with children; 5 percent said they felt
able to explain how mathematics for the elementary grades
issues through an electronic survey near the start of the project.
aligned with the library’s mission (Char & Foote, 2009).
Each year, respondents noted how much time had passed
After exposure to MotS resources, LBIEs noted a variety
since they were initially exposed to MotS resources. Other surof ways in which they wove mathematics into their daily
vey questions asked about respondents’ professional roles—
conversations with children: 61 percent reported infusing
children’s librarian, library-based afterschool educator, and othmathematics into the questions they asked children as they
ers—and about the extent of their use of the resources, where
chatted with them; 32 percent now used mathematical
we found a range from those who used them daily to those
language in their library orientations;
who never used them. Survey quesand 59 percent found occasion to
tions varied to some extent from year
As one LBIE said in
discuss the role of mathematics in
to year, so annual comparisons are not
response to an openeveryday life with children at least
always possible. Below we cite the
ended survey question,
monthly—with 31 percent doing so
year in which the data were reported.
“Prior to MotS I didn’t
weekly and 9 percent daily (Char &
All data are drawn from correspondBerube, 2010; Char & Clark, 2011).
ing evaluation reports (Char & Foote,
think about the role of
2009; Char & Berube, 2010; Char &
mathematics in the library, Fifty percent felt confident in their
ability to explain how mathematics for
Clark, 2011). The response rate each
as my personal experience the elementary grades aligned with the
year was just over 50 percent, with 67
using mathematics wasn’t library mission, a tenfold increase
respondents at baseline, 28 in 2009,
compared to baseline (Char & Clark,
83 in 2010, and 148 in 2011.
strong or positive.”
2011; Char & Foote, 2009). These
mathematics interactions built on
Survey Findings
LBIEs’ everyday knowledge of, for example, taking a
Frequency and Nature of LBIE Mathematics Offerings
measurement, reading a simple graph, and estimating a
At baseline, approximately 10 percent of LBIEs surveyed
quantity. The MotS resources helped LBIEs to see the
had ever used mathematics with children in any context
relevance of their knowledge to their work with children.
(Char & Foote, 2009). As one LBIE said in response to an
open-ended survey question, “Prior to MotS I didn’t think
Why LBIEs Incorporated Mathematics
about the role of mathematics in the library, as my personal
When asked to rank factors that contributed to these changes
experience using mathematics wasn’t strong or positive”
in practice, each year the LBIEs’ top two reasons were their
(quoted in Char & Clark, 2011).
own commitment to offer mathematics to children and
In annual surveys, the vast majority of LBIEs reported
children’s interest and demand (Char & Berube, 2010; Char
that, because of MotS resources, they were now using
& Clark, 2011). The LBIEs made their choices autonomously:
mathematics regularly in a wide range of contexts, with the
Only 8 percent noted that pressure from a supervisor or
total amount of mathematics integration skyrocketing. For
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library director was a factor in decisions to begin and sustain
change in their behavior and they’re [now] making a
use of mathematics in their offerings (Char & Clark, 2011).
conscious effort (quoted in Char & Clark, 2011).
LBIEs attributed their newfound mathematics commitment to MotS resources, with 90 percent maintaining
Effect on Children
that they developed a much more positive attitude toward
To assess the effect on children, evaluators surveyed 34
mathematics, 88 percent coming to believe that all librarLBIEs expressly tasked with homework help and with acaians should learn more about integrating mathematics into
demic enrichment when homework help is not needed.
programming for children, and 60 percent noting that inThese LBIEs had the option of using MotS resources as a
cluding more mathematics is now a strong priority for
component of their academic enrichment. Unlike children’s
their libraries (Char & Clark, 2011). As one respondent
librarians, for whom interactions with children comprise
put it, “I now consider mathematics to be a part of the ofonly a portion of their daily jobs (with cataloging, reference,
ferings a library can have” (quoted in Char & Clark, 2011).
collection management, and other tasks consuming much
The MotS resources not only offered a new vision of
of their time), these LBIEs spend their working hours with
mathematics for the library but also gave LBIEs a way to realchildren and are thus poised to observe the mathematical
ize this vision. No matter their setting, programming themes,
growth of individual children over time. Their perceptions
and circumstances, they reported that they found activities in
of changes in children's attitudes toward mathematics are
the resource bank that enabled them to integrate mathematics
summarized in Table 3 (next page).
into their existing practices.
Furthermore, each year, about 50 perWhy Choose Mathematics?
The MotS resources not
cent went beyond MOTS resources
Each out-of-school environment—
and, for the first time, created their
only offered a new vision afterschool program, summer camp,
own mathematics activities (Char &
childcare center, or library—has
of mathematics for the
Berube, 2010; Char & Clark, 2011;
affordances and constraints;
library but also gave LBIEs unique
Char & Foote, 2009).
each is staffed by informal
a way to realize this vision. educators with their own traditions,
Lasting Changes
professional practices, and values.
These results were sustained over the three years of surveys,
LBIEs enjoy a wealth of books, opportunities to offer public
with mathematics becoming integral to LBIEs’ programs. For
programs, and a great deal of autonomy. They must contend
instance, each year, about 90 percent stated that continuing to
with limitations in the degree of mess, movement, and
include mathematics in offerings for the elementary grades
noise they can accommodate and in the extent to which
was a strong priority, and just over 50 percent reported
they are available to supervise children. When offered
regularly discussing the role of mathematics in everyday
mathematics resources expressly tailored to these realities,
life with children (Char & Berube, 2010; Char & Clark,
LBIEs made substantial and long-term changes: They
2011; Char & Foote, 2009). These results are particularly
began to weave mathematics into many areas of their
striking given that the evaluation took place during and
practice, regularly shared their everyday mathematics
immediately following the recession of 2008, with libraries
knowledge with children, and came to view mathematics
undergoing budget cuts and consequently reducing staff
as integral to their work and to children’s engagement and
time and programs. Nevertheless, the changes continued over
learning. They particularly valued the fact that they could
time, lasting well beyond the initial flurry of excitement that
integrate mathematics into their existing areas of strength
can accompany a new educational method or set of resources.
and expertise, drawing on the themes, projects, and ways
The perception of lasting change is echoed by state and
of interacting with children they had developed over time
regional library leaders interviewed by the MotS evaluators.
to address local interests and needs.
One said, “I saw libraries that may have started a bit hesitant
Perhaps, like many informal educators, the LBIEs in our
at mathematics really open up because the activities made
study felt strongly all along that children should succeed at
them confident that they could do them with their children”
mathematics. However, it was not until they encountered
(quoted in Char & Clark, 2011). Another added:
resources that honored and built on features of the library
What the project did was make that connection that
setting and on their own unique talents as informal edu“I can do what I’m doing regularly, select intentionally
cators that they saw themselves as capable of helping to
books that have a good foundation to talk about
realize that success.
math, and have activities that are related.” That was a
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Table 3. Perceptions of Changes in Children Due to
Experience with MotS Resources, 2011
BECAUSE OF MY USE OF MotS
RESOURCES, CHILDREN IN MY
LIBRARY...

PERCENT
(N = 34)

Have gained confidence in
mathematics

78%

See mathematics as relevant to
everyday life

70%

Have developed mathematics skills

69%

Have gained enthusiasm for
mathematics

67%

Can better explain their
mathematics ideas

59%

Source: Char & Clark, 2011
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effective STEM programs
for adolescent girls
Three Approaches and Many Lessons Learned
by Harriet S. Mosatche, Susan Matloff-Nieves, Linda Kekelis, and Elizabeth K. Lawner

“I learned to create surveys and understand statistics.”
“I know how to do research and how researchers work.”
“Sometimes it’s better to work as a group than
individually.”“I now see the value of subjects like earth
science.” These were some of the responses teen girls
gave when asked about the most important thing they
had learned from their experience in Access for Young
Women, a girls’ leadership program infused with science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) content run by Queens Community House in New York City.
Similarly, the comments below come from girls who
participated in engineering-focused Techbridge and Girls
Go Techbridge programs, which are based in Oakland,
California, and have program sites around the country.
“Circuits are really freaking fun.”
“I learned that scientists can have hobbies, too.”
“Everyone likes the soldering best because no one
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had ever done it before, and you felt responsible because you were using a power tool.”
“It was through Techbridge that I discovered my
love for engineering.”
While women’s participation in math and physical science continues to lag to some degree behind that of men,
the disparity is much greater in engineering and computer
science (National Science Foundation, 2011). A review of
over 400 studies related to the possible causes of women’s
underrepresentation in STEM (Ceci, Williams, & Barnett,
2009) identified several reasons, including the following:
UÊ ÀiÊLÞÃÊÌ >Ê}ÀÃÊ«iÀvÀÊ>ÌÊÌ iÊÛiÀÞÊ } iÃÌÊiÛiÃÊ
in spatial reasoning and math ability, including on socalled “gatekeeper” tests such as the SAT-M and GRE-Q.
UÊ ÀÃÊÜ Ê >ÛiÊ } Ê>Ì Ê>LÌiÃÊ>ÀiÊÀiÊiÞÊÌ >Ê
boys who have high math abilities to also have high verbal
abilities, giving them more choices of careers to pursue.
UÊ 7iÊÜ Ê >ÛiÊ } Ê>Ì Ê>LÌiÃÊ>ÀiÊÀiÊiÞÊ
than men with high math abilities to choose careers in
non-math intensive areas. This preference shows up as
early as adolescence.
Though boys may outperform girls at the highest levels
on math and science standardized tests, girls tend to get better
course grades in math and science than boys do (Halpern et
al., 2007). Furthermore, SAT-M scores tend to under-predict
girls’ success in college math courses. Girls also show less
interest in math and science than boys do and have lower
confidence in their math abilities, beginning to underestimate their math abilities as they enter middle and high school.
In order to address these barriers, Halpern and colleagues (2007) recommended teaching girls that their
academic abilities are malleable, giving them prescriptive
and informational feedback, providing high-achieving
female role models who overcame initial difficulties, creating an environment that inspires curiosity in order to
generate long-term interest in math and science, and
making spatial skills training available to girls (Halpern
et al., 2007). The first two of these recommendations aim
to improve girls’ confidence in their abilities in math and
science, while the next three focus on increasing their interest in math and science. These are important areas for
intervention, since perceptions of ability and performance
expectations have been found to predict performance and
career choices in math (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002).
The results of a study by Brown and Leaper (2010)
suggest that academic sexism affects large numbers of girls,
although the strength of the effect varies by race, ethnicity,
and age. Specifically, European-American girls between 16
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and 18 and Latina girls between 13 and 18 who experienced repeated sexist comments about girls’ abilities in
math and science had lower perceived competence in those
fields than did those who experienced fewer instances of
academic sexism. In addition, 16–18-year-old girls, regardless of race or ethnicity, who had experienced several
instances of academic sexism valued math and science less
than those who experienced fewer such instances.
Research has found that interventions can be useful in
increasing girls’ perception of competence in science.
Weisgram and Bigler (2007) reported that girls who
learned about gender discrimination, including learning
about famous female scientists who faced discrimination,
increased their confidence in doing science and their belief
in the value of science. A synthesis of evaluations of six
STEM out-of-school time (OST) programs for girls (Chun
& Harris, 2011) suggested that successful programs make
STEM activities appealing to all girls, not just those who
are already interested in the field, and build personal connections to foster continued interest.
This article focuses on three approaches to STEM in
OST that would be instructive for any organization seeking
to develop STEM opportunities for teen girls. While
Techbridge and Queens Community House focused on
reaching populations most underrepresented in STEM—
girls of color and those from immigrant and low-income
families—the strategies they used could be applied to any
population of adolescent girls.

Techbridge Strategy and Results
Launched by the Chabot Space and Science Center in 2000
with a grant from the National Science Foundation,
Techbridge has provided STEM opportunities to more than
3,000 girls, mostly middle school girls in underserved
communities. Techbridge offers afterschool and summer
programs that include hands-on projects, career exploration,
and academic and career guidance in science and engineering to girls in grades 5–12. Techbridge also helps families
to encourage their daughters’ pursuits and collaborates
with role models and teachers to guide and support girls on
their paths to academic and professional fulfillment.
Techbridge projects include Electrical Engineering, in
which girls build solar night lights and learn to solder;
CleanTech, in which girls build solar cells and learn about
renewable energy; and AppInventor, which teaches girls to
create their own Android applications. Role models and field
trips enhance the girls’ experience by providing real-life examples of STEM careers and helping to dispel stereotypes.
An evaluation of the Techbridge program during the
2010–2011 school year (Ancheta, 2011) gathered pre- and
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post-participation surveys for 237 girls. Statistically significant
positive changes were registered for these survey statements:
UÊ ÊÜÊÜ >ÌÊÃViÌÃÌÃÊ>`Ê«i«iÊÜ ÊÜÀÊÊÌiV nology do.
UÊ ÊÜÊÜ >ÌÊÌÊi>ÃÊÌÊLiÊ>Êi}iiÀ°
UÊ Ê`ÊÃViViÀi>Ìi`Ê>VÌÛÌiÃÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÀiÊÌÊvÀÊÃV ÜÀ°
UÊ `ÕÌÃÊ >ÛiÊÌ`ÊiÊÊÃ Õ`ÊÌ Ê>LÕÌÊ>ÊV>ÀiiÀÊÊ
science, technology, or engineering.
UÊ Ê >ÛiÊ Ì>i`Ê ÌÊ >Ê ÃViÌÃÌ]Ê i}iiÀ]Ê ÀÊ ÌiV }ÞÊ
worker about his/her job.

number in sixth grade. All statements on the surveys
yielded statistically significant positive changes
(Mosatche, 2011):
UÊ ÌÊÃÊvÕÊÌÊi>ÀÊ>LÕÌÊÃViVi]ÊÌiV }Þ]Ê>`Êi}iiÀ}°
UÊ Ê>Ê}`Ê>ÌÊÃViVi°
UÊ ÊÜÊ ÜÊVÀVÕÌÃÊÜÀ°
UÊ ÊÜÊ>LÕÌÊ}ÀiiÊLÕ`}Ê>ÌiÀ>ÃÊ>`Ê`iÃ}°
UÊ ÊÜÊ>LÕÌÊÌ iÊ`iÃ}Ê«ÀViÃÃÊÌ >ÌÊi}iiÀÃÊÕÃiÊÌÊ
create a product.
UÊ ÊÜ>ÌÊÌÊLiÊ>ÊÃViÌÃÌÊÀÊi}iiÀÊÀÊÜÀÊÊÌiV ogy when I grow up.
UÊ ÊÜÊÜ >ÌÊÃViÌÃÌÃÊ>`Êi}iiÀÃÊ`°

For each of these statements, girls in a comparison
group who had not participated in Techbridge showed
no statistically significant change from the beginning to
One of the most impressive findings was in response to
the end of the school year (Ancheta, 2011).
the open-ended question, “What kind of job do you want to
The 30 trained teachers who delivered the Techbridge
have when you are older?” In both program years studied,
afterschool program all agreed that the program increased
twice as many participants aspired to be engineers at the end
their ability to engage girls in technology-, engineering-,
of the program as at the beginning. The percentages of other
and science-related projects as well as their knowledge of
career choices did not change over time. The comparison
other science and technology resources (Ancheta, 2011).
group data support the validity of this finding, since few reAn adaptation of the program, Girls Go Techbridge,
spondents chose engineering (Mosatche, 2010, 2011).
began in 2008 with Girl Scout staff and volunteers as
facilitators. Now in 15 Girl Scout councils around the
Access for Young Women Strategy and Results
country, Girls Go Techbridge provides user-friendly
The Queens Community House (QCH), formerly Forest
“programs-in-a-box” that allow facilitators to spend their
Hills Community House, was founded in 1974 in Queens,
time implementing the programs
New York City, as a multiservice orrather than researching activities and
ganization serving all ages. In 1993,
preparing supplies. Each of the five Techbridge projects include QCH initiated Access for Young
program boxes includes a detailed
Women (AFYW) to promote gender
Electrical Engineering, in
leader guide with tips for facilita- which girls build solar night equity. The program’s initial goal was
tors, ideas for parents, and ways to
address barriers in the organizalights and learn to solder; to
involve role models, along with all
tion’s teen recreation programs,
CleanTech, in which girls
the materials needed for the activiwhich were serving twice as many
build solar cells and learn teen boys as girls. After several years
ties. Power It Up focuses on circuitry
and electronics; Make It Green helps
about renewable energy; of using a gender-specific approach
girls learn about green building design
to youth development and risk preand AppInventor, which
and energy conservation; Design
vention, QCH began to focus on
teaches girls to create their gender equity in education by enTime encourages girls to be creative
own Android applications. gaging girls in research and analysis
problem-solvers while building toy
prototypes; ThrillBuilders asks girls
of their own conditions. In 1998,
to create a model of an amusement park to introduce them
the organization developed a comprehensive 20-session
to simple machines; and Engineers to the Rescue allows
leadership and advocacy curriculum for girls ages 12–18.
girls to make a water filter and to build a car prototype that
Participants learned about gender equity, Title IX, sexual hacan travel over rough terrain. A camp manager said of the
rassment, body image, and women’s rights. Other elements
program, “It is refreshing to see that girls are as thrilled doing
of the program were counseling, college advising, SAT
the Techbridge activities as they are riding horses.”
preparation courses, career panels, and summer video and
In 2010–2011, the Girls Go Techbridge program
photography classes. The following year, AFYW particiwas implemented with Girl Scout councils in four states.
pants led an annual conference, researching topics of inMatched pre- and post-participation surveys were availterest and creating presentations. Additional innovative
able for a diverse group of 1,234 girls, with the largest
curricula were created in future years to engage returning
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participants. The program expanded to new sites at public
presentation skills. An end-of-year survey conducted by
high schools and community centers around Queens.
QCH staff in 2011 showed that 51 percent of girls were
In 2005, with growing public attention to the imporenrolling in advanced coursework in STEM, including
tance of STEM and new funding for STEM education,
Advanced Placement and honors-level courses in subjects
AFYW added an emphasis on science and math to its leadsuch as chemistry, calculus, and physics. The survey also
ership focus. New topics included discovering math and
found that 45 percent of participants who had regularly
science in everyday life and using research to advocate for
attended the program for at least one year improved their
oneself and others. Participants conducted a social experitechnology skills, such as using the Internet for research,
ment to learn about the scientific method and the language
creating online presentations, and editing videos.
of research (Mosatche & Lawner, 2010a). Later, tutoring
Since survey data pick up only some of the program
sessions in math and science were added. The STEM focus
impact, the evaluation of AFYW also included case histories
in AFYW has consistently been on using the scientific
developed over a period of at least three years. Ann (a pseudmethod in the social and natural sciences and on using
onym) was one of the teens profiled throughout her four
technology for research and presentations.
years of participation in AFYW. During her first three years in
Unique to the success of AFYW
the program, Ann was adamant that
is that it has been promoted as a
she wanted to be a prosecutor, a career
Unique to the success of
leadership program, which appeals
aspiration she had maintained since
AFYW is that it has been elementary school when she became
to girls who are not already interested
promoted as a leadership concerned about the high rate of
in STEM. Through the leadership
curriculum, girls learn how societal program, which appeals to crime in her neighborhood. In addiideas about gender roles influence
girls who are not already tion to regularly attending weekly
their choices. STEM engagement ocprogram sessions, Ann was always
interested
in
STEM.
curs through projects that apply
present whenever AFYW held a speSTEM skills and concepts in ways
cial workshop or outside event. In
with which the girls are already comfortable, such as using
her senior year of high school, Ann won the second prize in
computers or planning their weekend activities. In this
the science fair at her school, at which 4,000 students were
way, girls who do not initially think they are interested beenrolled—an achievement for which her years of experience
come engaged in STEM. The explicit focus on recognizing
doing research and conducting workshops at the annual
and analyzing gender inequity may assist girls in overcomAFYW conference prepared her. Ann has just completed
ing hurdles if they later enter STEM fields.
her first year of college with a major in math, a choice she
From 2005 to 2009, AFYW participants completed
attributes to her experience in AFYW.
pre- and post-participation surveys each year. In total, 121
matched pre- and post-participation survey pairs were
Similarities and Differences
identified, with some girls completing multiple surveys
Table 1 summarizes the similarities and differences
from multiple years in the program. Participants’ percepamong Techbridge, Girls Go Techbridge, and AFYW.
tions of their knowledge of gender equity topics increased
significantly over time; in some instances, more than one
Challenges and Lessons Learned
year was needed before significant change occurred.
While the Techbridge and AFYW programs have in many
Statistically higher ratings occurred on post-participation
ways been successful in supporting girls’ interest in
surveys for the following (Mosatche & Lawner, 2010b):
STEM, both organizations have learned critical lessons
UÊ ÜÊÕV Ê`ÊÞÕÊÜÊ>LÕÌÊ/ÌiÊ8¶Ê
they have used to revise the programs to better meet the
UÊ Ê>ÊVvÀÌ>LiÊÃ«i>}ÊÊvÀÌÊvÊ>Ê}ÀÕ«]ÊvÀÊiÝneeds of the girls they serve.
ample, at an assembly or in a class presentation.
UÊ 7iÊ V>Ê ÃÕVVii`Ê Ê V>ÀiiÀÃÊ Ê ÃViVi]Ê >Ì ]Ê >`Ê Training Facilitators
technology.
Techbridge and QCH program results demonstrate the imUÊ Ê>Ê>Êi>`iÀÊ>ÌÊÃV °Ê
portance of having facilitators who are comfortable with
both STEM and adolescent girls. Teacher participation is key
Observations of the culminating conferences have
to the success of Techbridge’s afterschool programs. Teachers
consistently demonstrated participants’ mastery of the
help recruit a diverse group of girls, including many who
tools of scientific inquiry, use of data in research, and
might not think they are “smart enough” to do science or
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Table 1. Comparison of Three STEM Programs for Girls
TECHBRIDGE

GIRLS GO TECHBRIDGE

ACCESS FOR YOUNG
WOMEN

AGE LEVEL

Grades 5–12

Middle school

Grades 7–12

LOCATION

California

13 states

Queens, New York City

FACILITATORS

Teachers and Techbridge
program coordinators

Girl Scout council
volunteers and staff

Social workers and youth
workers

PROGRAM
DURATION

One to six years

One day to one year

One to six years

SUBJECT EMPHASIS

Engineering, science,
technology

Engineering, science

Leadership skills, science,
math, technology

SETTINGS

Afterschool program in
schools

Resident and day camp,
afterschool program in
schools, Girl Scout troop
meeting, large-scale
council event

Afterschool program in
schools or community
centers with a communitybased summer component

SPECIAL FEATURES

Hands-on activities,
interactions with role
models, career exploration,
field trips

Hands-on activities,
interactions with role
models, career exploration

Leadership activities,
including a girl-led
research conference;
science and math tutoring;
college visits

EVALUATION
METHODS

Pre- and post-surveys of
participants, comparison
students, parents, and
teachers; focus groups and
interviews of girls, parents,
and teachers; program
observations

Pre- and post-surveys of
participants, comparison
students, and Girl Scout
adult facilitators; focus
groups and interviews
of girls, parents, and
Girl Scout council staff
and volunteers; program
observations

Pre- and post-surveys of
participants; interviews of
parents and staff; focus
groups with participants;
structured observations
of program sessions and
annual conference; case
histories

work with technology. Many teachers have STEM expertise;
they reinforce content knowledge and make connections
between school and OST learning. However, Techbridge
has found that teachers must maintain the “fun factor.”
Program coordinators and teachers debrief after each session to ensure that they strike the right balance between
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holding girls to high expectations while giving them freedom to socialize and to enjoy STEM activities.
Training is a critical component of Girls Go Techbridge.
Though some program sessions are led by engineers and
scientists, many are facilitated by Girl Scout staff and volunteers who do not have STEM backgrounds. Training
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gives them hands-on experience with the activities girls in
solving strategies. Many of the girls in these three programs
their groups will do. Adults leave the training feeling conare being exposed to complex ideas that are new to them.
fident that they can facilitate sessions on such topics as
They need facilitators who do not judge them, but rather
electricity and simple machines. After being trained, one
help them to feel comfortable trying out new ways of looking
volunteer said, “I look forward to helping girls become
at problems or testing innovative strategies. A key strategy is
stronger and smart and confident in themselves.”
asking questions: “How would you change that to make it
When Queens Community House hired social workers
go faster?” or “Where could you find information about that
who also had some academic STEM background to facilitate
topic?” The facilitators’ questions and their encouragement
the program, these staff members were able to integrate sciinspire girls to explore and experiment.
ence and math concepts into the leadership curriculum,
Many girls talked about the importance of a sense of
thereby fostering girls’ confidence in their mastery of those
humor. Teen girls are not required to attend OST STEM prosubjects. A master teacher with decades of teen outreach expegrams, so, if they’re being led by adults who lack a sense of
rience assumed supervision of the
humor or a compassionate attitude, they
program; though he did not have
will find something else to do. Warmth,
Both
organizations
a STEM background, he was able
commitment, and willingness to stand
recognize that facilitators by teens even when confronted with
to develop the instructional and
engagement skills of program
challenging behavior are essential qualiplay a critical role in
staff. AFYW facilitators were also
participants’ engagement, ties. As in the example of Tammy’s
expected to attend professional
engagement, staff members
achievement, and retention growing
development events throughout
need gentle persistence, a caring attitude,
in their programs. An
the year. One participant, Tammy
and skill in handling overt challenges
AFYW participant
(a pseudonym), was observed at
and passive avoidance.
the beginning of the year to be
explained this concept
totally disengaged from the
succinctly: “Whether I like Developing Collaborations
group. She did not converse with
Collaboration in many forms is a key
math or science depends feature of the Techbridge and QCH proher peers or participate in group
on who’s teaching it.”
discussions. Gradually, with the
grams. Outside partners have included
constant support of the experimuseums, foundations, and companies
enced facilitator, Tammy began to open up. Several months
that provided funding, STEM role models, or both. Local
into the program, Tammy was engaged in research with two
colleges and universities have been a source of program
other participants, preparing for the annual conference. At
volunteers—both faculty and students—and have enabled
the conference, Tammy enthusiastically shared findings with
girls to envision themselves in higher education and in
the audience and answered questions with great confidence.
STEM careers. Such partners provide girls with experiences
beyond their local neighborhoods.
Working Effectively with Teen Girls
Girls Go Techbridge helps Girl Scout councils expand
Techbridge teachers, Girl Scout staff and volunteers in
their outreach programs while building their capacity to
Girls Go Techbridge, and AFYW facilitators are trained
deliver STEM programming. The program-in-a-box idea
not only to deliver content but also to interact effectively
works well for partner groups, such as the Society of
with teen girls. Both organizations recognize that facilitaWomen Engineers (SWE). At a Texas Girls Go Techbridge
tors play a critical role in participants’ engagement,
event, a SWE volunteer said, “We don’t have to develop
achievement, and retention in their programs. An AFYW
programs any longer. This organization has done it for us.”
participant explained this concept succinctly: “Whether I
Another form of collaboration that was essential for
like math or science depends on who’s teaching it.”
all three programs was the opportunity for girls to work
Girls in focus groups said they would like facilitators
together. While many STEM programs, such as science
to be “cool,” meaning that they understand the issues adofairs, are competitive, girls generally prefer more collablescents face and are knowledgeable about contemporary
orative relationships (Kirk & Zander, 2002). In focus
adolescent culture, without pretending to be teens. Girls
groups, program participants have consistently indicated
also want adults to be comfortable with STEM subject matthat they prefer working with others to working on their
ter but willing to admit when they don’t know an answer.
own. Pairs of girls typically work together on Techbridge
In those situations, good facilitators demonstrate problemactivities, each learning from the other’s questions and
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strategies. Girls who finish activities early internalize and
facilitators and peers; they also build on what they have
demonstrate the Techbridge philosophy of offering support
already learned to reach a higher level of understanding.
to those who are struggling with a step. While working
Evaluation data collected from AFYW participants found
together, the girls jointly discover that mistakes are part
that those who attended the program for two years
of the scientific process and that errors can lead to more
showed greater change in such areas as recognition that
effective problem solving. Participants in Techbridge
women can succeed in STEM careers than did girls who
programs recounted that some of their most memorable
completed one year (Mosatche & Lawner, 2010b).
moments were during difficult projects, when they were
Techbridge requires a year-long commitment, and many
challenged by failures but didn’t feel alone in the process.
girls return for multiple years across transitions from elemenIn AFYW, pairs or small teams of girls worked together
tary to middle to high school. The longer girls participated in
for months to prepare for their conference workshops. By
Techbridge, the more likely they were to report that they were
receiving ongoing feedback and encouragement from their
good at technology and that they wanted to work in science,
partners, girls learned to persist at a task and improve their
engineering, or technology (Ancheta, 2011). Though Girls Go
communication skills. The opportunity to explore and
Techbridge may be implemented in intensive short-term seslearn together is an important aspect
sions, such as one-day special events,
“You need to connect
of the program. Answers are not
the program has also been offered over
given to participants—they learn as
science and math to real- the course of a year in afterschool sesmuch or more by what they do
sions. Moreover, when a topic like the
life situations,” said one
when things do not go as planned
engineering design process is included
AFYW participant. The
as when answers come to them
in several projects, girls who participate
readily. DeHaan (2011) noted that most successful activities in in more than one venue—perhaps a
the most effective science teaching
the Techbridge and AFYW series of Girl Scout troop meetings as
involves creative thinking and peerwell as a one-week camp session—
programs are those that
to-peer interaction.
repeated exposure to that
are hands on and relevant experience
subject, a process that fosters learning
to girls’ lives.
Creating an Engaging and
and better retention.
Relevant Curriculum
“You need to connect science and math to real-life situaInspiring Career Exploration
tions,” said one AFYW participant. The most successful
Both Techbridge and AFYW programs emphasize career
activities in the Techbridge and AFYW programs are those
exploration. Continuous integration of career information—
that are hands on and relevant to girls’ lives. For instance,
particularly about engineering—with hands-on activities
participants in the Make It Green project in the two
sets Techbridge apart from other STEM programs.
Techbridge programs learn conservation and recycling stratTechbridge discovered through early focus groups that,
egies they can use immediately at home, at school, and in
though the girls enjoyed the projects, many regarded
the community. Participants who learned to solder as part of
them as hobby activities rather than career prospects
a project on circuitry realized they could use this skill to fix
(Kekelis, Ancheta, & Heber, 2005). During the first year
broken objects at home. One Girls Go Techbridge particiof Girls Go Techbridge, career activities were the least
pant explained, “You learn concepts in science and math in
used. Focus groups and interviews with girls and facilitaschool, but you never really apply them until you do sometors pinpointed the reasons that these activities were not
thing like this.” AFYW participants choose conference
very popular, such as being too “school-like” or not interworkshop topics that are important to them and their comactive enough (Mosatche, 2010), so Techbridge staff demunity. In 2011, one group decided to focus on teen dating
veloped new strategies to integrate career information in
violence. When they checked out statistics, they understood
a more engaging way. For example, girls might take on
these findings in the context of their own lives and saw vital
roles as environmental engineers to filter polluted water,
connections between research and real-world problems.
using a real environmental engineer’s description of the
process she would use.
Exploring STEM in Depth and Long Term
College visits and career exploration were integrated
Techbridge and QCH have developed curricula that prointo AFYW. For example, one curriculum session included
vide girls with intensive STEM experiences. Participants
a game that helped girls recognize the many contributions
who attend AFYW regularly develop relationships with
made by women in STEM throughout history. College
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preparation activities, including free SAT classes as well
as college application and financial aid assistance, were
available to program participants.

STEM research centers, but that is the kind of support
the program needs.

Enhancing the Program through Field Trips
Exposing Participants to Role Models
Because adolescent girls are interested in exploring new
Though hands-on activities can spark an interest in STEM,
venues, both Techbridge and QCH set up field trips so
role models are instrumental in getting girls interested in
girls can see STEM work environments and interact with
technical careers. Since many Techbridge and AFYW girls
women in these workplaces. Trips to colleges include tours
are the first in their families to pursue higher education
of laboratories, technology centers, and research facilities.
and professional careers, they do not have role models at
Girls meet female college students who are majoring in and
home who work in STEM fields and can encourage them
excited about working in STEM. Effective field trips
to follow in their footsteps. Furthermore, for most middle
should offer more than just a tour of a facility. Personal
school and high school girls, science teachers are the only
connections with role models and hands-on activities durSTEM role models they see. However, those teachers are
ing field trips help girls gain interest in STEM careers.
not necessarily teaching in the fields in which they majored
Techbridge has developed and disseminated training and
in college. Even if they are STEM experts, teachers with
resources to support field trips for STEM programs.
large classes and limited time are not likely to share inforField trips also give participants a chance to bond with
mation about their backgrounds, hobbies, and challenges.
one another, fostering a sense of community as STEM
Techbridge, Girls Go Techbridge,
explorers and building a supportive
and AFYW expose adolescent girls to
peer group within and outside the
When role models show
a variety of role models. Female STEM
that they have interesting program. In addition to field trips,
experts help to facilitate program sesAFYW participants can attend sixlives
outside
their
labs
or
sions, serve on career panels, and
week summer programs focused
other work environments, on developing technology skills in
even meet informally with girls durthey begin to dispel girls’ video and photography. These
ing lunch and question-and-answer
sessions. Having discovered that role negative stereotypes about programs include visits to college
models need guidance to be effective,
campuses, which give girls a
scientists and engineers.
Techbridge developed a training
chance to recognize that becoming
The most effective role
module to ensure that STEM experts
a college student can be a realistic
models are likely to be
understand program content and
part of their future.
ways of working with adolescent girls
those who come from
(Countryman, Kekelis, & Wei, 2009;
Learning from Mistakes
backgrounds similar to
Kekelis & Wei, 2010). When role
Having been in existence for more
those of the participants. than 10 years, the Techbridge and
models show that they have interesting lives outside their labs or other
AFYW programs have had many
work environments, they begin to dispel girls’ negative steopportunities to learn from their successes and their misreotypes about scientists and engineers. The most effective
takes. Both organizations were consistently interested in
role models are likely to be those who come from backgirls’ ideas for improvement. In focus groups and intergrounds similar to those of the participants; the similarity
views, girls were asked such questions as:
can encourage girls to imagine that they could be in those
UÊ7 >ÌÊÃÕ}}iÃÌÃÊ`ÊÞÕÊ >ÛiÊvÀÊ«ÀÛ}ÊÌ ÃÊ«À}À>¶
positions one day (Zirkel, 2002). The current demographics
UÊ7 >ÌÊÜÕ`ÊÞÕÊiÊÌ iÊ>`ÕÌÃÊÌÊ`Ê`vviÀiÌÞ¶
of the STEM workforce make recruiting such role models a
UÊÊ7 >ÌÊ}À>`iÊÜÕ`ÊÞÕÊ}ÛiÊÌ ÃÊ«À}À>¶Ê7 Þ¶
challenge. Techbridge has been very explicit in its requests to
UÊ 7Õ`ÊÞÕÊÀiVi`ÊÌ ÃÊ«À}À>ÊÌÊÞÕÀÊvÀi`Ã¶Ê
partners for role models from ethnic and socioeconomic
Why or why not?
groups that are underrepresented in STEM fields.
Exposure to STEM role models who reflect the particiParticipant comments during activities—“This is
pants’ communities is an area that AFYW staff members have
boring” or “There’s too much to read”—led to changes in
identified as needing improvement. As a community-based
implementation. Adolescents constantly remind OST
organization, QCH has had limited access to professional
program developers and evaluators that activities must
organizations of women in STEM or women in university
hold their interest, be fun, and not “feel like school.” The
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lessons discussed in this article can help the field learn
how better to support girls’ engagement in OST STEM.
Successful STEM programs also encourage participants
to learn from their mistakes. Girls learn that persevering in
the face of unclear results, mistakes in procedures, and
dead ends is vital in making progress. One Techbridge participant explained, “You learn a lot probably because a lot
of the times, the experiments don’t work. So you have to
figure it out—what I did wrong and what I need to do to
fix it.” That’s a lesson all of us working in OST STEM
programs need to remember.
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implementing out-of-school
time STEM resources
Best Practices from Public Television
by Christine Andrews Paulsen

Business leaders, educators, and government leaders
agree that, in order for the United States to retain its
standing as a world leader, public and private institutions need to work together to develop a well-qualified
workforce in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM). However, the number of graduates with STEM degrees has not been equal to the need,
partly because many students arrive at college unpre-

classroom programs, others target children in outof-school time (OST) settings including afterschool
programs, scout troops, museums, science centers,
parks, zoos, aquaria, and homes.
In 2009, the National Research Council (NRC)
argued, “Programs, especially during out-of-school
time, afford a special opportunity to expand science
learning experiences for millions of children” (NRC,
2009, p. 5). The report also says:
Science media, in the form of radio, television, the
Internet, and hand-held devices, are pervasive and
make science information increasingly available to
people across venues for science learning. Science

pared to handle math and science (U.S. Department of
Commerce, 2012).
In response to this crisis, billions of dollars have
been invested in the public and private sectors to
bolster children’s academic achievement in STEM, to
fuel their interest in STEM activities, and to foster their
desire to pursue STEM in college and as a career (U.S.
Government Accountability Office, 2012). Though
many of these investments are going into formal

CHRISTINE ANDREWS PAULSEN, founder of Concord Evaluation
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media are qualitatively shaping people’s relationship
with science and are new means of supporting science learning. (NRC, 2009, p. 3)
The National Science Foundation (NSF) has funded
many programs to enable public media producers, including public television (TV) stations, to provide children’s
STEM programming in OST settings. These projects typically include a children’s TV series (animated or not) aired
on the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS), plus resources,

such as hands-on activity guides and educator toolkits, to
support STEM learning in OST settings. Evaluation studies have demonstrated the positive impact of educational
TV on children’s STEM learning outcomes (Fisch, Lesh,
& Crespo, 2010). This conclusion is echoed in a recent
NRC report, which states that “the evidence is strong for
the impact of educational television on science learning”
(NRC, 2009, p. 3). Studies have also demonstrated the
positive effect of the TV programs’ STEM-related OST resources on children and OST practitioners. Educational

Table 1. PBS Programs Reviewed
PROGRAM

DATES PRODUCED

TARGET AUDIENCES

STEM CONCEPTS
COVERED

PAPERS REVIEWED

DragonflyTV

2002–2009

9–12-year-olds

Science

Apley, 2006; Apley, 2008;
Flagg, 2009; Robles, Helms,
& Phillips, 2009

SciGirls
(DragonflyTV
spinoff)

2010–present

8–12-year-old girls

Science

Flagg, 2012; Knight-Williams
& Williams, 2008

Cyberchase

2002–2012

8–12-year-olds

Math

Apley, Graham, & Goldman,
2010; Fisch, 2006; Flagg,
2003a, 2003b

ZOOM

1999–2005

5–11-year-olds

Science, math,
engineering

Goodman, 2005

FETCH!

2006–2010

6–10-year-olds

Science, math,
engineering

Londhe, Kochman, &
Goodman, 2007; Londhe,
Pylvainen, & Goodman, 2009;
Paulsen & Bransfield, 2009;
Paulsen & Carroll, 2011;
Paulsen & Goff, 2006

Design Squad

2007–2011

9–12-year-olds

Engineering

Vaughan, Pressman, &
Goodman, 2007

Design Squad
Nation (Design
Squad spinoff)

Since 2011

9–12-year-olds

Engineering

Paulsen, Green, & Carroll,
2011
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TV programs offer children the opportunity to experience
the same content across multiple contexts—home, camp,
school—increasing the likelihood that they will experience a transfer of learning from one situation to the next
(Fisch et al., 2010; Knight-Williams & Williams, 2008;
Londhe, Pylvainen, & Goodman, 2009).
This paper explores the lessons learned from seven
such programs and their NSF-funded outreach initiatives:
DragonflyTV and SciGirls, produced by Twin Cities Public
Television (TPT) in Minnesota; Cyberchase, produced by
Thirteen in association with WNET in New York; and
FETCH! with Ruff Ruffman, ZOOM, Design Squad, and
Design Squad Nation, all produced by WGBH in Boston.1
Evaluations of these programs and their supporting materials yield recommendations both on the content and format
of OST STEM resources for elementary and middle school
children and on outreach to engage target audiences. The
promising practices outlined here can guide resource developers and practitioners as they create STEM resources
or implement them in OST programming.

Methodology and Resources Reviewed
As shown in Table 1, all seven programs reviewed in this
article aired on PBS stations in the early 2000s; all were
targeted to children at the elementary or early middle
school level. To compile promising practices from these
programs and their associated resources, I reviewed published and unpublished evaluations and then followed up
with the programs’ producers to verify program details
and confirm my interpretation of the lessons learned.
The programs offered a wide variety of elementary- and
middle school-level STEM resources to OST organizations
and at-home audiences. All of the resources were available
at no charge; however, some activities did require the purchase of materials or supplies, an issue discussed below.
Generally, the programs offered the following types of
resources for informal STEM learning:
UÊ Television episodes offered online or on physical media
U Educator guides to leading hands-on STEM activities
with children
UÊ Activity sheets instructing children to do hands-on
STEM activities
UÊ Activity kits containing activity sheets, educator guides,
and, in some cases, materials such as seed packets
UÊ Club guides for 6–12 weeks’ worth of structured or
semi-structured STEM programming, including detailed
instructions on how to lead STEM activities; activity
sheets with instructions for children; and additional materials such as certificates, membership cards, and posters
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UÊ Activity cards providing families with quick ideas for
doing STEM activities at home
UÊ Websites featuring additional materials and, in some
cases, opportunities to share work with others
UÊ Promotional materials, such as advertising content,
posters, flyers, costumes for characters in the TV programs, stickers, and tattoos
UÊ Online or in-person training for OST practitioners
In addition to these tangible resources, public TV
stations also offered grants or in-kind support to community partners for STEM events and activities. The stations’
outreach teams supported partners with workshops or
technical assistance on STEM concepts and national standards, setting up a STEM program or integrating STEM
resources into existing programs, and managing groups
of children. Exhibits in museums or science centers and
overnight events in museum or camp settings rounded
out the offerings.

Promising Practices for Implementing STEM
Resources in OST
The promising practices suggested by the seven public
TV programs and their associated materials are generalizable across many kinds of programs and resources. The
recommendations fall into two main categories:
UÊ ÌiÌÊ>`ÊvÀ>ÌÊvÊ"-/Ê-/ ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊ
UÊ "ÕÌÀi>V ÊÌÊ>`ÊV>LÀ>ÌÊÜÌ Ê"-/ÊVÕÌiÃ

Content and Format of OST STEM Resources
Whether they are media producers, curriculum developers, or practitioners introducing STEM activities in their
own programs, people who develop and use OST STEM
resources should consider these recommendations:
UÊ 1`iÀÃÌ>`ÊÌ iÊ>Õ`iViÃ½Êii`Ã°
UÊ Û>Õ>ÌiÊ-/ ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃÊLivÀiÊ>`Ê>vÌiÀÊ«iiÌ>Ì°
UÊ ,iµÕÀiÊ ÞÊ iÝ«iÃÛi]Ê i>ÃÞÌw`Ê ÃÕ««iÃÊ vÀÊ
STEM activities, and provide options or alternatives.
UÊ ,iµÕÀiÊ>Ê«Ài«>À>ÌÊÌi°
UÊ ÃÕÀiÊÌ >ÌÊ«>«iÀL>Ãi`ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃ]ÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊV `Ài½ÃÊ>Vtivity sheets, are available and are easy to reproduce.
UÊ *ÀÛ`iÊ««ÀÌÕÌiÃÊvÀÊ>`>«Ì}ÊÀÊ`vÞ}Ê>VÌÛÌiÃÊ
based on the young people’s skill level or other factors.
UÊ VÕ`iÊÃÕ««ÀÌÊvÀÊ"-/Ê«À>VÌÌiÀÃ°
UÊ *ÀÌiÊivviVÌÛiÊÕÃiÊvÊÛ`i°
UÊ >iÊ-/ Ê>VÌÛÌiÃÊvÕ]ÊVÀi>ÌÛi]Ê>`Ê>ÃÊ}>iiÊ>ÃÊ
possible.
UÊ Ã`iÀÊÃ>viÌÞÊÜ iÊ`iÃ}}Ê>`Ê`iÛiÀ}Ê-/ Ê
activities.
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Audience Needs
after the resources are used can drive informed decisions
Review of the PBS programs suggests that, during the
about program impacts and improvements (Apley et al.,
planning phase, developers of OST STEM resources must
2010; Knight-Williams & Williams, 2008). As the needs
gather data—even anecdotal data—about the needs of
of elementary and middle school children change over
the target audiences, including both the OST practitiotime, the OST resources need to evolve to meet those
ners who will facilitate the activities and the children
changing needs.
who will participate in them. Different communities
OST practitioners should also review STEM resources
have different priorities, demographic compositions, and
before implementing them to ensure that they understand
available resources. During the needs assessment, dehow to use them and to get clarification if necessary. Pracvelopers must learn what audience members know and
titioners should consider sharing feedback on the OST
want to know about STEM. Also
STEM resources with the developers
Undertaking a needs
important are whether practitioners
in order to inform improvements to
and children are comfortable engagfuture materials.
assessment early in the
ing in STEM activities and whether
development process can
programs have access to necessary
Accessible Supplies
ensure that the materials Many OST settings, including lowresources including funding, in-kind
are on target and
donations, staff, volunteers—even
income households, have limited
storage space. Undertaking a needs
budgets for purchasing supplies for
appropriate for various
assessment early in the development
STEM activities. In addition, OST
audiences, including
process can ensure that the materipractitioners typically have little
children of different ages time to hunt for special supplies
als are on target and appropriate
and practitioners with
for various audiences, including
that are not readily available
children of different ages and prac(Goodman, 2005; Knight-Williams
varying amounts of
titioners with varying amounts of
& Williams, 2008). The FETCH!
experience with leading
experience with leading STEM
camp guide evaluation found that
STEM activities.
activities. The needs assessment
camp counselors preferred that the
keeps developers from wasting
suggested list of materials have a
time and financial resources by having to go back to the
list of optional items or alternative materials for supplies
drawing board if the resources are not well received (Apthat were harder to come by, such as pH strips (Paulsen &
ley et al., 2010; Fisch, 2006; Goodman, 2005; Paulsen
Carroll, 2011). In another example, ZOOM activities reet al., 2011).
quire materials that cost only $25 for a group of 20 chilUnderstanding audience needs can also help OST
dren (Goodman, 2005). OST practitioners should allow
practitioners as they deliver STEM programs to elemensufficient time to search the Web for the least expensive
tary and middle school children. Practitioners who have
sources of materials, especially if local sources are scarce.
identified their children’s literacy levels, prior experiences
with STEM, and motivation to learn about STEM may
Minimal Preparation Time
save valuable time because they can tailor the program
OST practitioners in the programs I reviewed reported
to children’s needs before delivering the program and disthey had little preparation time for STEM activities. Many
covering too late that the program was not appropriate
worked only part-time and were not paid for preparation
for their group.
time, so they had little motivation to spend significant
time preparing for a single activity. For example, activity
Evaluation Before and After Implementation
leaders did not want to cut toothpicks in half for CySTEM resources should be evaluated both before and
berchase Workshops-in-a-Box (Flagg, 2003a; Goodman,
after implementation. Pilot testing before implementa2005). To ease the burden on OST practitioners, elemention offers an opportunity to try out STEM resources to
tary and middle school OST STEM resource developers
ensure that they are usable and accessible (Goodman,
should ensure that materials for each activity are easy to
2005; Paulsen et al., 2011). It also enables OST STEM
find and prepare. Pilot testing should provide some idea
resource developers to ensure that the messages and
of the preparation time required for each activity. In one
content are on target and have a good chance of meetexample, the FETCH! camp guide evaluation found that
ing audience needs. Data from an evaluation conducted
a single shopping list, rather than lists of materials with
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each activity, would have made the process of collecting
supplies more efficient for camp counselors (Paulsen &
Carroll, 2011).

activities. Alternatively, they may pair children who are
close in age or assign older children to act as mentors to
younger children.

Ease of Reproduction
Few OST settings have access to large color printers capable of reproducing oversized or colorful materials. STEM
resources, such as children’s activity sheets, should be provided as simple, two-color documents. For example, the
ZOOM activities were designed in black and white specifically so that they were easy to photocopy (Goodman,
2005). The SciGirls activity guide evaluation found that,
though 70 percent of practitioners who used the guides
used both digital and hard copies, the remaining 30 percent
relied solely on hard copies (Flagg, 2012).

Practitioner Support
Whenever possible, OST practitioners leading STEM activities should be trained, whether online or in person, to
prepare for activities ahead of time and to help children
work in a self-directed manner (Flagg, 2003a, 2009;
Knight-Williams & Williams, 2008). At a minimum, they
should receive written or electronic information to help
them learn about STEM content, national STEM standards, and other information. Evaluations of the FETCH!
online training and the Design Squad educator’s guide both
found that practitioners were more comfortable leading
STEM activities after receiving training (Paulsen & BransAdaptable Activities
field, 2009; Vaughan, et al., 2007). In the SciGirls outreach
OST STEM resource developers should ensure that activevaluation (using investigations from DragonflyTV), one
ities can be modified or adapted to match the children’s
participant requested that activity guides be “a little
skill levels or other factors (Apley
more content-oriented so that
et al., 2010; Flagg, 2003a, 2009;
if an OST practitioner wanted
To ensure that all
Goodman, 2005; Knight-Williams
to use the materials and didn’t
elementary and middle
& Williams, 2008; Londhe et al.,
have the background...you could
2007; Paulsen et al., 2011). OST proreference other [content] areas”
school programs can
grams often mix age groups, whether
(Knight-Williams & Williams,
benefit, STEM resources
by design or out of necessity because
2008, p. 50).
should
include
of space and time limitations. STEM
Each of the ZOOM facilitator
recommendations for use guides gives adult facilitators inresources developed for fifth-graders
may be used in a setting that also
formation about how to model and
in different settings and
includes third-graders. Other facfacilitate inquiry-based science acwith different sizes of
tors include group sizes and the skill
tivities, background about science
groups.
level of activity leaders. For example,
content along with child-friendly
one OST program may have a trained
explanations, suggested questions
engineer leading STEM activities, while another relies on
to ask children to help guide investigation and draw out
parents or volunteers.
science concepts and process, group management tips,
To ensure that all elementary and middle school
connections to related ZOOM science activities, and ideas
programs can benefit, STEM resources should include
for extending an activity (Goodman, 2005).
recommendations for use in different settings and with
different sizes of groups. For example, ZOOM developed
Use of Video
two formats for its hands-on activities: “‘Workshop’ acThe evaluations I reviewed show that combining media
tivities are for small groups [fewer than 20 participants]
with outreach is a powerful way to deliver engaging
and last 30–45 minutes each. ‘Event’ activities are for
STEM content in OST settings. Video is best used to inlarger groups and last 15–20 minutes each” (Goodman,
troduce science concepts or to model the science inquiry
2005, p. 8). Also, because attrition in OST settings is so
process (Knight-Williams & Williams, 2008; Paulsen et
common, it’s important to design activities that don’t rely
al., 2011). In evaluating the use of DragonflyTV video in
on participation over an extended time.
classrooms, Rockman and colleagues (2003) found that
Resources should also include recommendations for
playing complete half-hour episodes was rarely effective.
use with children of different ages or skill levels. For inRather, video was more effective when used to stimulate
stance, OST practitioners may want to separate children
discussion and inspire engagement in related hands-on
into age groups for the purposes of completing STEM
activities. When practitioners used video clips to pose a
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question, allowed students to explore their own answers,
Outreach to and Collaboration with OST Partners
and then played the rest of the video, they observed inIn addition to the content and format of the resources themcreased engagement and improved understanding of
selves, evaluations of the seven programs suggest that the
the process of inquiry (Rockman,
other key to success is to work closely
When practitioners used
2003).
with OST partners. My review uncovDespite the potential of video
ered the following promising practices:
video clips to pose a
to engage children in STEM learn- question, allowed students UÊÊVÕÃÊÊÌ iÊÃ >Ài`ÊÃÃÊÌÊ
ing, its use may not be possible in
encourage OST partners to imto explore their own
some OST settings (Knight-Williams
plement STEM activities.
answers, and then played UÊÊ Ã`iÀÊV>ÊÀÊ>Ì>Ê«>ÀÌ& Williams, 2008; Paulsen et al.,
2011). In addition to technologiner relationships as a leverage
the rest of the video, they
cal problems, videos’ depiction of
point to reach a wider audience.
observed increased
resources or environments radiUÊÊÊvÀÊÜ>ÞÃÊÌÊ>Ì>Ê}
engagement and improved
cally different from those of the
term relationships with local
understanding
of
the
OST program may prevent the
OST organizations.
process of inquiry.
use of videos (Knight-Williams &
UÊÊ >ÀvÞÊiÝ«iVÌ>ÌÃÊ>ÌÊÌ iÊÕÌWilliams, 2008). In the Cyberchase
set about participants’ roles and
Workshops-in-a-Box evaluation,
responsibilities.
some leaders had trouble playing videotapes, so they
UÊ ,iV}âiÊ Ì >ÌÊ "-/Ê À}>â>ÌÃÊ >ÞÊ ÃiiÊ «ÕLVÌÞÊ
couldn’t access instructions that were included there
value in using STEM resources designed for a nation(Flagg, 2003a).
ally broadcast program.
UÊ Ã`iÀÊ «ÀÛ`}Ê "-/Ê À}>â>ÌÃÊ ÜÌ Ê w>V>Ê
Fun, Creative Activities
or in-kind support to implement STEM activities.
In the Workshops-in-a-Box evaluation, children reported
that they enjoyed the “academic” activities less than the
Shared Mission
game-like ones—even though all the activities taught
In order to encourage OST partners to implement STEM
math concepts (Flagg, 2003a). The Cyberchase at-home
programs, resource developers can clearly align their acevaluation found that the math activities resonated with
tivities with the OST organizations’ missions (Apley, 2006;
children because they were presented as magic tricks
Robles et al., 2009). In the case of DragonflyTV, “recognizrather than as math problems (Flagg, 2003b). An evaluing that the two sets of partners [the show producer and an
ation of the FETCH! activity guide in camps found that
OST museum collaborator] shared a common mission was
the appeal of the activities lay in children’s perception
crucial in building trust and understanding, and in allowthat they were fun (Paulsen & Goff, 2006). Children in
ing these quickly established and intense partnerships to
the Design Squad Nation evaluation reported that they enmove ahead” (Apley, 2006, p. 10).
joyed the at-home activities because they required creativity and did not feel like schoolwork (Paulsen et al.,
Partnerships and Wider Audiences
2011). Therefore, rather than positioning STEM activities
One goal of all the programs reviewed was to reach out to
as math, science, or engineering tasks, OST practitioners
the largest possible audiences. STEM resource developshould try presenting them as games.
ers can use established local partnerships as leverage to
reach out to a wider community (Apley et al., 2010). For
Safety Considerations
example, by partnering with a local Boys & Girls Club to
The ZOOM evaluation recommended that activities never
develop resources, a STEM resource developer may be
“include a heat source or any dangerous tools or substances,
able to use the relationship to gain credibility and estabencourage items to be thrown in the air, or require large
lish contact with other Boys & Girls Clubs and distribute
bodies of water” (Goodman, 2005, p. 8). The FETCH!
the resources to clubs outside its local sphere. Partnercamp guide evaluation further suggested that activities
ships with local or national STEM professionals may also
should not include dangerous substances like ammonia
be helpful. Some programs found that corporate partners
(Paulsen & Carroll, 2011).
offered volunteers who helped staff the STEM programs or
provided mentoring. ZOOM reached out to engineers by
establishing partnerships with national engineering soci-
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Publicity Value
Some OST practitioners may see collaboration with a
nationally broadcast program as an “opportunity to
boost their reputations within their own professional
and local communities” (Apley,
2008, p. 13). One museum repreSome OST practitioners
Long-Term Relationships
sentative commented, “When you
The ZOOM evaluation highlights may see collaboration with are a small museum, unless you are
a nationally broadcast
the importance of maintaining
the only game in town, there is a
long-term relationships with OST
lot of competition. I want people to
program as an
partners:
think of us as often as they think of
“opportunity to boost
Sustained partnerships are
the Museum of Science in Boston.
their reputations within
a key component to ensuring
When you engage in projects like
the use of outreach materi- their own professional and this, other museums take notice”
als. Throughout its history,
(Apley, 2008, p. 14). Some mulocal communities.”
the ZOOM outreach team has
seums looked to DragonflyTV as a
maintained relationships with
means of driving viewers to their
existing outreach partners even while adding new
doors. An OST practitioner noted, “[M]y hope is we get
partners of interest....These partnerships were
kids who might not otherwise visit a living museum [zoo
maintained because the ZOOM team actively comor aquarium]” (Apley, 2006, p. 11).
municated with individual sites to learn about their
needs and to refresh their materials each season.
Financial or In-Kind Support
(Goodman, 2005, p. 10)
Offsetting costs for materials, resources, and staff time can
be helpful to OST partners (Apley et al., 2010). In the
Regular updates of materials also figured in the FETCH!
DragonflyTV SciGirls outreach evaluation, one OST pracLab evaluation, which recommended refreshing content
titioner noted, “There were some financial constraints....
annually in order to sustain both visitor interest in the
We definitely could have used more money for science
FETCH! Labs and the relationship between the TV staequipment, supplies, etc.” (Knight-Williams & Williams,
tion and its OST partners (Londhe et al., 2007). Other
2008, p. 19). The FETCH! Labs evaluation found that the
ways to sustain relationships included enlisting STEM
most significant challenges faced by museum partners reprofessional partners to offer supplementary in-kind or
lated to monetary issues. FETCH! Labs faced constant lack
financial support, tutors, or much-needed supplies.
of adequate funding. Although this issue did not prevent
implementation of the FETCH! program, it manifested in
Clear Expectations
other ways, such as shortage of staff and inadequate proPartnerships with OST organizations go more smoothly
motional efforts (Londhe et al., 2007).
when resource developers clarify expectations about participants’ roles and responsibilities at the outset (Apley
Next Steps
et al., 2010). Being proactive about roles at the start of
This paper describes best practices gleaned from the excollaboration prevents communication problems later
perience of seven PBS TV programs and their distribution
in the partnership. For example, the evaluation of the
of STEM resources for use in OST settings. The STEM
DragonflyTV museum collaboration notes that “partners
resources I reviewed varied from facilitator guides to onon both sides of the collaboration often began with little
line trainings, but one common element was the use of
understanding of the other institution’s organizational
media, specifically TV programs. The evaluations of these
structure or the roles and relationships of different poprograms reveal the power of media and its potential usefulsitions within the organizations” (Apley, 2006, p. 16).
ness for teaching children about STEM in OST settings.
However, these relationships improved over time with
However, my review also uncovered gaps in our
better communication around roles and expectations
knowledge about the use of media, particularly videos.
(Apley et al, 2010).
Thus, there is an opportunity for future research and
evaluation to explore further the use of video in OST settings. Some potential research questions include:
eties. “National professional organizations are an effective
way to begin creating relationships with non-traditional
practitioners who might be interested in providing informal educational experiences to children” (Goodman,
2005, p. 10).
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UÊ 7 >ÌÊ>ÀiÊÌ iÊ`vviÀiViÃÊLiÌÜiiÊ>>Ìi`Ê>`ÊÛi
action video with respect to STEM learning outcomes?
Does the impact vary by children’s age group, gender,
or other factors?
UÊ ÜÊ vi>ÃLiÊ ÃÊ Ì iÊ ÕÃiÊ vÊ Û`iÊ Ê "-/Ê ÃiÌÌ}Ã¶Ê
What types of settings—for example, libraries vs.
scout troops—are more likely to be able to use video
in a meaningful way? What formats are most feasible?
For example, are DVDs more or less likely to be used
than downloadable videos?
UÊ 7 >ÌÊ ÃÊ Ì iÊ «Ì>Ê ÛiÜ}Ê ÌiÊ LivÀiÊ Ì iÊ Û`iÃÊ
lose their ability to engage children? Does this time
vary by children’s age or other factors?
UÊ 7 >ÌÊÃÊÌ iÊivviVÌÊvÊi«ÜiÀ}ÊV `ÀiÊÌÊVÀi>ÌiÊ
their own STEM-related videos in OST settings? The
popularity of websites like YouTube speaks to the
ability of video to engage children. Future studies
should explore the difference between limiting children to the role of passive observers vs. empowering
them to create videos for STEM learning.
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variations on a theme
Characteristics of Out-of-School Time Science Programs
Offered by Distinct Organization Types
by Sandra L. Laursen, Heather Thiry, Tim Archie, and Rebecca Crane

The out-of-school time (OST) domain offers a promising
resource for enriching young people’s experience of science,
technology, and engineering (Afterschool Alliance, 2004).
Belief is widespread that OST programs are ideal locations in
which to learn science and that youth participation may
increase access to science for underrepresented groups, such
as girls or minorities, and enhance the science workforce
(Afterschool Alliance, 2004; Afterschool Alliance & Coalition
for Science After School, 2008; Chi, Freeman, & Lee, 2008;
Congressional Commission, 2000; Friedman & James, 2007).
Indeed, many afterschool programs do offer science
activities.1 For example, an evaluation of the 21st Century
Community Learning Centers program reported that 70
percent offered some science (Learning Point Associates,
2006); perhaps 10–15 percent were exclusively
science-focused (N. Naftzger, personal communication).
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The Coalition for Science After School found that 88 percent of programs in its network offered science activities,
yet most offered 40 or fewer hours of science programming per year (Chi et al., 2008).
Despite this broad interest, we know rather little
about the scope or nature of OST youth programming
focused on science (Chi et al., 2008). Friedman (2008)
identifies several reasons for the inadequate state of knowledge. Variety poses a challenge for researchers, with OST
sites in schools, museums, zoos, science and nature centers, aquariums, planetariums, and community centers;
formats include afterschool clubs, camps, workshops,
festivals, research apprenticeships, and more. Moreover,
there is no single national network through which researchers might recruit nationally representative samples
of programs. Diversity of activities and content in programs, as well as in the frequency, timing, and duration of
programming, also make it difficult to study OST science.
Thus, to date there have been no large-scale, national
studies of characteristics or formats of science-focused
OST programs.
These issues also complicate study of the youth
outcomes of OST science. Most research and evaluation
studies have documented youth outcomes at a single site.
These studies have broadened our understanding of how
youth engage with science in the afterschool space by
documenting positive outcomes such as:
UÊ -ViViÊ i>À}\Ê ÃViÌwVÊ VVi«ÌÃÆÊ ÌiV V>]Ê `>Ì>
gathering, and analysis skills (e. g., Bell, Blair, Crawford, & Lederman, 2003; Bleicher, 1996; Etkina,
Matilsky, & Lawrence, 2003; Ritchie & Rigano, 1996)
UÊ >ÃÊÊÌi>ÜÀÊ>`ÊVÕV>ÌÊ >`]Ê-Ì°Ê
John, Cleary, & Librero, 1987; Ritchie & Rigano, 1996)
UÊ vviVÌÛiÊÕÌViÃ\Ê«ÃÌÛiÊiÌÃÆÊ}ÀÜÌ ÊvÊVfidence, curiosity, or interest (Barab & Hay, 2001;
Bouillion & Gomez, 2001; Diamond et al., 1987; Stake
& Mares, 2001, 2005)
UÊ >}iÃÊÊ`iÌÌÞ\ÊÃii}ÊiÃivÊ>ÃÊ>ÊÃViÌÃÌÆÊÃii}Ê
science as relevant to everyday life; clarifying career
ideas (Bouillion & Gomez, 2001; Diamond et al.,
1987; Fadigan & Hammrich, 2004; Richmond &
Kurth, 1999)
UÊ >}iÃÊ ÌÊ viÊ «>Ì Ã]Ê ÃÕV Ê >ÃÊ }Ài>ÌiÀÊ i `Ê vÊ
pursuing STEM undergraduate degrees and careers
(Afterschool Alliance, 2011; Chi, Snow, Lee, & Lyon,
2011)
These science-specific outcomes augment more general
benefits documented in the youth development literature
(Catalano, Berglund, Ryan, Lonczak, & Hawkins, 2004),
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such as reduction of risky behaviors and promotion of
academic performance (Eccles, Barber, Stone, & Hunt,
2003). Variations by student characteristics—such as gender, age, and socioeconomic status—as well as by program
design and implementation are important but less fully studied (Dubois, Doolittle, Yates, Silverthorn, & Tebes, 2006;
Halpern, 2005; Rahm, Martel-Reny, & Moore, 2005).
Such findings suggest that engaging in well-designed
science OST programs benefits participants. Early development of interest and competence in science, as well as
exposure to professional role models and authentic experiences, may be important precursors that lead participants
to take more, and more rigorous, science and mathematics
courses in school, graduate from high school, and pursue
degrees or jobs in science and technical fields. These fields
offer well-paid, secure employment (Langdon, McKittrick,
Beede, Khan, & Doms, 2011) and collectively generate innovation that fuels the nation’s economy, improves human
health, solves environmental challenges, and strengthens
national security (Members of the 2005 “Rising Above the
Gathering Storm” Committee, 2010).
Given these potential personal and societal benefits, it is essential to understand the design, structure,
content, and goals of such programs. Only then can we
hope to elucidate the conditions under which OST science programs may or may not achieve good outcomes
for participants, thus identifying evidence-based “best
practices” for the field. Such information also helps to
determine the extent of youths’ access to these experiences and to identify local and national opportunities to
deepen and broaden access. Guided by similar thinking,
recent efforts to “map” the OST landscape have explored
youth exposure to science in general afterschool programs (Chi et al., 2008; Means, House, & Llorente, 2011;
Noam et al., 2010). These studies have found that typical afterschool programs struggle to provide science programming because of a lack of resources and knowledge
and limited access to professional development. They
don’t establish whether or how the same issues arise in
OST programs that are specifically focused on science.
Several recent studies have mapped particular segments of the OST science community, taking the first steps
to increase understanding of this domain and generating
some insight into common program characteristics and
concerns. For example, a recent survey of OST science
programs serving older youth suggested that the majority
target underserved students (Porro, 2010). Typical program elements include teamwork, inquiry-based learning,
career awareness, and mentoring. An effort to map the
diverse portfolio of projects funded by the National Sci-
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ence Foundation’s Innovative Technology Experiences for
Study Methods
Students and Teachers (ITEST) program documented that
To collect data for this study, we invited OST science
many of these projects rely on partner organizations and a
program directors to fill out an online questionnaire.
mix of volunteers and paid staff to serve varied audiences
including educators, researchers, youth, and policymakers
Questionnaire Development
(Parker, Na’im, & Schamberg, 2010). Like the programs
Questionnaire items were developed based on our research
for older youth, many ITEST projects serve underreprequestions and on data from more than 40 interviews consented minority youth. The projects
ducted with OST science program
encompass a variety of program
directors and with well-placed
designs and formats, including However, to date there has leaders and observers in the field.
summer, afterschool, and weekend
items were reviewed by several
been no systematic study The
programming; online or social netexperts and then piloted by several
of the broader landscape program directors. After refining
working components; and youth
of OST science
employment or internships. Finally,
the questionnaire based on this
a study of youth science programs programming. Our national feedback, we launched it online
in museums and science centers
using FileMaker’s Instant Web Pubstudy, Mapping Out-of(Sneider, 2010) found that these
lishing feature.
School Time Science
organizations provide a “wide range
The questionnaire distinguished
(MOST-Science),
begins
to
of learning experiences” for youth.
between the host organization and
Many science center programs serve
the one or more programs it runs.
fill this lacuna by
older youth, provide adult mentors,
Respondents could enter multiple
examining a national
and encourage youth, in turn, to
programs offered by their organizasample
of
OST
programs
teach the general public or to mentor
tion. The survey included sections
focused on science,
younger students (Sneider, 2010).
addressing:
Each of these recent mapping engineering, or technology. UÊ / iÊ À}>â>Ì½ÃÊ V>ÌÊ >`Ê
efforts focuses on a single segment
type and the respondent’s posiof the OST science landscape; totion in it
gether they begin to reveal important characteristics and
UÊ / iÊ À}>â>Ì½ÃÊ ViVÌÃ\Ê «>ÀÌiÀ}Ê À}>â>common threads that run across programs. However, to
tions, funding sources, national networks
date there has been no systematic study of the broader
UÊ }>}iiÌÊÊ«À}À>ÊiÛ>Õ>Ì
landscape of OST science programming. Our national
UÊ *À}À>ÊÌÌiÊ>`Ê ÃÌÀÞÊ
study, Mapping Out-of-School Time Science (MOSTUÊ *À}À>Ê>Õ`iVi
Science), begins to fill this lacuna by examining a national
UÊ *À}À>ÊÃÌÀÕVÌÕÀiÊ>`ÊviiÃ
sample of OST programs focused on science, engineering,
UÊ *À}À>ÊVÌiÌÊ>`ÊÃÌ>vw}
or technology. Our research questions are:
UÊ ÞÊ >ÀÀ>}iiÌÊ vÊ «À}À>ÃÊ ÌÊ º>``iÀÃ»Ê ÀÊ
UÊ 7 >ÌÊvi>ÌÕÀiÃÊ`iÃVÀLiÊÌ iÊ>`ÃV>«iÊvÊ1°-°ÊÃViVi
sequences for youth progressing in age and ability
focused OST programming?
UÊ ÜÊ `Ê «À}À>ÃÊ Û>ÀÞÊ LÞÊ >VÌÛÌiÃ]Ê ««Õ>ÌÃÊ
Altogether, the survey included 126 items in 10
served, duration and frequency, desired outcomes, and
main sections. Because many questions depended on
other key factors?
prior answers, respondents moved through the questionUÊ 7 >ÌÊ «>ÌÌiÀÃÊ Ê Ì iÃiÊ Û>À>LiÃÊ i«Ê ÌÊ V >À>VÌiÀâiÊ naire in a non-linear fashion and did not answer all quescurrent program offerings and define areas of future
tions about each of their programs. Contact us for copies
opportunity?
of the questionnaire items.
In this paper, we describe initial findings about the
characteristics of these programs and their home organizations, including aspects of program design, structure,
funding, staffing, and youth audience. We then discuss
how organization types differ in these program aspects
and draw out implications for practice.
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Sampling
We established six criteria to bound our study sample,
including programs that:
UÊ VÕÃÊÊÃViVi]Êi}iiÀ}]ÊÀÊÌiV }Þ]Ê>ÃÊ`iwi`Ê
by the respondent
UÊ VÕ`iÊÞÕÌ ÊÊÀÊiÌiÀ}Ê}À>`iÊÈÊÀÊ } iÀ
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UÊ }>}iÊÞÕÌ ÊÜÌ ÊÌ iÀÊ«iiÀÃÊÀÊÌ iÊ«ÕLV
UÊ ÛÛiÊÞÕÌ ÊvÀÊÕÌ«iÊÃiÃÃÃÊ
UÊ >ÛiÊiÝÃÌi`ÊvÀÊiÊÞi>ÀÊÀÊ}iÀ
UÊ />iÊ«>ViÊÕÌÃ`iÊvÊÃV ÊÌi
We selected these sampling criteria based on our
research questions. We focused on the middle and high
school years as the time when students’ science interests
may decline or strengthen and when students begin to
make decisions about future careers (Tai, Liu, Maltese,
& Fan, 2006). In naming our study MOST-Science, we
used the term science broadly, including technology and
engineering as well as life, physical, Earth, and space sciences. Disciplinary distinctions are often not firm at the
lower levels of this grade range; they may matter more to
adults than to young people. We excluded mathematicsfocused programs based on our interest in engaging youth
in hands-on investigation and design experiences, because these features are less often found in math programs.
Finally, our choice to focus on group-oriented programs
reflects our interest in the role of collaborative learning
in youth outcomes.
The questionnaire was launched in November 2011
and closed in June 2012. We distributed the questionnaire
through multiple mechanisms, trying to reach the widest
possible sample. Invitations were issued through e-mail
distribution lists and newsletters, direct e-mail invitations,
our professional and personal networks, “MOSTcards” distributed at meetings and conferences, and social media.
In all, we sent nearly 2,300 e-mail invitations, more
than 1,900 of which went to specific OST science programs. More than 300 additional invitations reached
well-connected individuals in informal, K–12, afterschool, and higher education and in diversity initiatives
across engineering and science disciplines. We know that
some of these individuals shared our invitation with their
own networks and that some programs received multiple
invitations. However, we have no way to assess how many
people representing how many programs received an invitation, so we cannot compute a response rate for the questionnaire. Our final data set includes 712 programs from 45
states, of which 417 programs (59 percent) met all six sampling criteria and answered one or more questions pertinent
to this analysis. The sample size for any particular result
varies, as not all respondents answered every question.
We cleaned these data, removing write-in responses
for future analysis before importing the quantitative data
into the SPSS 20 statistical package, which we used to
calculate means, frequencies, and percentages for the organization- and program-level data.
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How Do Program Features Vary by
Organization Type?
We first describe the types of organizations contributing
programs to our sample. We then examine how typical
program characteristics vary across organization types,
including aspects of the programs’ youth audience,
structure, and financial support.

Types of Organizations Hosting
OST Science Programs
We collected data from 417 programs and classified their
host institutions into eight organization types, as shown
in Figure 1 (page 40). Respondents were asked to report
on all of their organization’s OST program offerings;
some reported on a single program while others supplied
data for up to six program offerings.
Roughly half of all programs in our sample were
represented by just two organization types: nonprofit organizations and universities and colleges. Programs least
represented in the sample were those hosted by private
sector organizations and by government laboratories
such as those run by the Departments of Energy, Commerce, and Defense. The majority of programs offered
by private sector organizations were private summer
camps, a fact that provides context for other results for
this organization type.2 We do not argue that this sample
represents the distribution of OST science programs nationally. However, the breadth of the sample does enable
us to examine differences in programs by their organization type.
Contact Time for Youth Participants
We asked about the annual contact hours for an “average participant” in each program. Some programs likely
reported based on actual records, while other programs
reported best guesses that included variation in a typical
participant’s choices. Approximately half of all programs
reported that their youth participants averaged 80 hours
or fewer in a year, while half reported 80 hours or more.
Approximately 25 percent of programs reported average
annual contact hours over 200. Responses ranged as low
as four hours and as high as 740 hours.
The average number of program contact hours differed widely by organization type, as shown in Figure 2
(page 41). Nonprofit organizations provided programs
with more contact hours than did any other organization
type. Programs in two categories, K–12 school districts and
government labs, averaged 100 or fewer contact hours per
year, with programs provided by government labs reporting the lowest average. Overall, contact time was high, in-
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2%
3%
8%

Organization Type

12%
15%

26%
25%

Aquarium, zoo,
planetarium (8%)
Museum or
science center (15%)
Nonprofit
organization (25%)
National youth
organization (8%)
University or
college (26%)
K–12 school
district (12%)
Private sector
organization (3%)
Government lab
(2%)

8%

Figure 1. Percentage of Programs by Organization Type (N = 417)

dicating that many programs offered youth an experience
of substantial depth; this finding also reflects our choice
to exclude single-day programs.

Characteristics of Program Populations
We asked organizations to report the annual youth population for each program they described. The average
population for each organization type is shown in Figure 3 (page 41). Private sector organizations showed a
dramatically higher average annual population than all
other organization types, at nearly 800. Approximately
90 percent of private sector programs were summer
camps, which typically offer multiple sessions to large
numbers of participants. Nonprofit organizations reported
the next largest population, while programs offered by
K–12 school districts served the fewest participants. These
programs are likely limited to students in a particular district, whereas other organizations may recruit from a larger
pool of participants. Programs by all other organization
types served similar numbers of participants per year, at
100–200 youth.
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Demographics of Youth Participants
We asked respondents to report the average demographics
of their program participants by gender and ethnicity, as
shown in Table 1 (page 42). On average, most programs
across organization types served a high proportion of
girls, 56 percent. National youth organizations reported
the highest proportion of girls, at 82 percent, while private organizations, school districts, and government labs
reported the lowest proportions, near 40 percent. All
other organization types reported significant proportions
of girl participants, perhaps indicating that many programs focus on engaging girls in science.
Overall, programs by nonprofit organizations served
the most ethnically diverse populations, while programs
by K–12 school districts and by aquariums, zoos, and
planetariums served the least ethnically diverse populations. Private sector organizations and government labs
reported programs with the highest average proportion of
Asian students, while national youth organizations served
the smallest proportion of Asian students. Programs by
nonprofit organizations served the highest proportion of
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Figure 2. Average Annual Program Participant Contact Hours by
Organization Type (N = 350)
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Figure 3. Average Annual Program Population by Organization
Type (N = 341)
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Target Youth Audience
We sought to understand whether and how
organizations targeted specific youth audiences or included all types of youth (Figure 4,
page 43). Respondents reported on whether
their program targeted girls, underrepresented
minorities, youth with disabilities, and gifted
and talented youth. The targeted audience may
differ from a program’s actual audience, depending on the local population, the success of its
outreach and recruiting, and whether it includes
non-targeted groups.
In general, girls were most commonly targeted, followed by underrepresented minorities, gifted and talented youth, and youth with
disabilities. National youth organizations most
frequently targeted girls, with 67 percent of
programs thus directed. This finding reflects
the gender-specific nature of some national
youth organizations, such as Girl Scouts and
Girls Inc.
Underrepresented minorities were targeted
by programs across all organization types, with
nonprofit organizations targeting minority youth
at the highest rate (49 percent) and national
youth organizations at the lowest rate (10 percent). Gifted and talented youth were targeted
by programs of all organization types except
national youth organizations and government
labs. Youth with disabilities were targeted less
frequently than any other group. No government lab reported targeting these youth; they
were most often targeted by private sector
organizations (27 percent) and K–12 school
districts (23 percent).
Overall, national youth organizations appeared to more often identify girls as a target audience than did other organizations.
Government labs and aquariums, zoos, and
planetariums less often defined any target audience than did other organization types, with
no group targeted by more than 20 percent of
organizations. In future work, we plan to look
at these characteristics in relation to the organization’s scope and mission, considering is-
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Table 1. Average Percentage of Program Participants by Gender and by Ethnicity, by Organization Type (N = 327)
ORGANIZATION
TYPE

GIRLS

ASIAN

BLACK

LATINO

MULTIRACIAL

NATIVE
AMERICAN

OTHER

WHITE

Aquarium, zoo,
planetarium

60.6%

12.5%

14.8%

11.8%

4.6%

0.9%

1.5%

58.4%

Museum or
science center

57.9%

9.6%

25.6%

16.9%

6.0%

2.2%

4.4%

49.0%

Nonprofit
organization

56.2%

8.3%

35.6%

33.7%

8.2%

3.0%

6.6%

26.6%

National youth
organization

82.3%

3.3%

19.6%

28.3%

6.6%

3.7%

3.3%

48.4%

University or
college

57.8%

11.6%

19.9%

17.5%

4.9%

3.2%

2.6%

49.3%

K–12 school
district

40.2%

18.6%

10.2%

13.6%

5.7%

0.5%

2.8%

61.5%

Private sector
organization

40.0%

23.7%

9.7%

10.4%

11.8%

2.6%

7.0%

49.8%

Government lab

42.6%

23.3%

7.0%

10.0%

6.0%

0.3%

0.5%

45.4%

All organization
types

56.1%

12.0%

22.5%

20.8%

6.2%

2.4%

3.8%

46.9%

Note: Average percentages, as reported by respondents, do not total 100%.

sues such as expectations of publicly funded institutions,
differences between scientific and educationally focused
organizations, and the ability of local organizations to
target specific local needs.

Financial Support of Youth Participants
To understand the range of program practices intended to
support youth financially, we asked organizations about
fee structures and scholarship opportunities (Table 2,
page 44). Respondents were asked both whether participants pay, do not pay, or are paid a stipend to participate
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in their programs and whether scholarships are offered.
Overall, the most common practice was to neither charge
nor pay youth. National youth organization programs
were most likely to require participants to pay (67 percent), but 85 percent of these also offered scholarships, a
high proportion relative to other organization types. Our
findings show that private sector programs were the least
accessible for low-income participants. These programs
often required participants to pay (38 percent) and were
least likely to provide scholarships (33 percent).
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Figure 4. Average Percentage of Programs Identifying Specific Target Audiences, by Organization Type (N = 350)

Institutional Support: Funding and Networks
In addition to the financial support of youth, we asked
organizations to report on support for their programs
at the institutional level by public and private funders
(Figure 5). Overall, respondents reported that their programs were supported by zero to seven outside funding
sources. On average, about half of the organization types
were supported by more than two public and two private
funders. The rest were supported by one or two public
and private funders. In general, larger organizations had
more funding sources than did smaller organizations.
One interesting exception to this general rule is shown
in the programs offered by national youth organizations,
which averaged just over one public and one private
funder each. This finding suggests a reason that these programs often charge youth to participate, as reported in the
previous section. It may also mean that external funding
is sought by the national organization rather than by the
local chapters that responded to our questionnaire.
We also asked respondents to report on professional affiliations related to their organization and programs (Figure
6). On average, all organization types reported at least one
professional affiliation, with a maximum of seven. Museums, science centers, aquariums, zoos, planetariums, and
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nonprofit organizations typically reported two to three professional affiliations, while all other organization types reported
one to two professional affiliations. K–12 school districts,
national youth organizations, and government labs appeared
less well networked than were other organization types.

Staffing and Professional Development
We asked several questions about staffing and professional development in organizations. When asked if they
had at least one full-time staff member, 90 percent of
organizations that answered this question reported that
they did. Private sector organizations reported the lowest
levels of full-time staff, at 43 percent, reflecting a reliance
of summer camps on seasonal staff.
Almost all (99 percent) organizations that responded
reported that they had at least one staff member with an
education background, and 99 percent also reported at
least one staff member with a background in a scientific or
technical field. National youth organizations reported the
lowest rate of staff with science backgrounds (90 percent).
We did not gather data on the percentage of staff who had
education or science backgrounds, only on their presence.
All organizations reported providing initial training
for employees; however, the opportunities for ongoing
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FEE STRUCTURE

SCHOLARSHIP

YOUTH PAY

YOUTH ARE
PAID A STIPEND

YOUTH DO NOT
PAY

NO
SCHOLARSHIP
OFFERED

SCHOLARSHIP
OFFERED

AQUARIUM, ZOO,
PLANETARIUM

9%

18%

73%

35%

65%

MUSEUM OR
SCIENCE CENTER

26%

22%

52%

11%

89%

NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATION

23%

13%

64%

40%

60%

NATIONAL YOUTH
ORGANIZATION

67%

5%

29%

15%

85%

UNIVERSITY OR
COLLEGE

21%

32%

46%

11%

89%

K–12 SCHOOL
DISTRICT

18%

3%

79%

47%

53%

PRIVATE SECTOR
ORGANIZATION

38%

0%

62%

57%

33%

GOVERNMENT LAB

0%

29%

71%

50%

50%

ALL ORGANIZATION
TYPES

26%

17%

58%

26%

74%

Table 2. Program Fees and Scholarships by Organization Type (N = 260)
training varied across organization types. Roughly 50
percent of K–12 school districts provided ongoing
training for program staff, while the average for all other
organization types was better than 75 percent. The lower
rate of staff training in K–12-based programs may reflect
the use of teachers, who are assumed to have pedagogical
or science content background, as staff.

What Features Distinguish Programs Offered
by Specific Types of Organizations?
In the previous section, we discussed results for each
questionnaire domain by organization type. When considering the cumulative results for each organization
type, certain features stand out as distinguishing.
Several organization types showed features that relate
to their dual expertise in science and education. For example, museums and science centers offered programs with
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above-average contact hours and average annual program
populations to a fairly diverse and often specifically targeted
audience. Programs from these organizations were commonly quite accessible in terms of their fee structure and
scholarship availability. They drew upon a large number
of public and private funders and were well networked.
Staff were more often full time, educated in relevant areas,
and trained for their program duties, reflecting the dual
scientific and educational missions of these institutions.
Though often operating at more modest scales, programs
from aquariums, zoos, and planetariums showed similar
features. Programs from colleges and universities likewise
reflect the scientific, educational, and logistical expertise typically available in higher education institutions.
A different set of strengths was exhibited by programs
that were most effective in reaching large and diverse youth
audiences. For example, nonprofit organizations offered the
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gender-specific and thus targeted girls at a much higher organizations may be networked primarily with others
rate than did other organization types. Though these of a similar type, characteristics held in common across
organizations required youth to pay for programs more organization types may go unrecognized, meaning that
often than did other types, this requirement was ameliorated useful lessons and expertise may go unshared across
by the high rate at which they offered scholarships. these informal boundaries.
Among national youth organizations, personnel less
A striking finding is the high variability in some
often included individuals with STEM backgrounds than characteristics by organization type. Programs vary notably
did personnel from any other organization type. These in the size and demographics of the youth populations
features of nonprofits and national youth organizations they serve and in their desire or ability to target particular
may be typical of organizations that emphasize positive groups. The relative strength of programs for girls in the
youth development.
data set may suggest that policy and programming efforts
Programs hosted by K–12 school districts provided to encourage girls in science are finally bearing fruit.
below-average contact hours to the smallest number of an- Other results suggest opportunities and unfilled niches
nual participants. They also had the least ethnically diverse for practitioners to pursue—for example, programs
participants, despite often targeting all underrepresented for gifted and talented youth are relatively common
groups. Such targeting may not translate into program across organization types, but there is a distinct lack
participation if these groups are not well represented in of programs targeting youth with disabilities. To meet
the school district. School-district-based programs pro- this need, organizations with scientific and educational
vided fewer opportunities for ongoing training compared resources might seek out partners or service providers
to other organization types. These
who work with specific disability
characteristics may reflect variacommunities to identify ways
Moreover, because
tion in the designs and missions of
to serve youth with disabilities.
organizations
may
be
school-based programs, ranging,
Creative partnerships of these
for example, from academically fonetworked primarily with types may in turn be able to
cused programs focused on closing
access a greater variety of funding
others of a similar type,
an achievement gap in the district to
sources; funders may develop new
characteristics
held
in
small science clubs spearheaded by
initiatives to encourage new, crosscommon across
a single teacher.
cutting forms of partnership.
organization types may go
Comparing these features
This variability, while interesthighlights the potential for mutuing,
also points to the difficulty of
unrecognized, meaning
ally beneficial partnerships between
conducting studies like this one:
that useful lessons and
organizations of different types—
The variation inherent in proexpertise may go unshared grams’ home institutions, designs,
for example, to meld the scientific
across these informal
resources of a museum with the
and audiences means that there
ability of a local nonprofit to reach
are no single points of contact by
boundaries.
underserved students of color or to
which researchers can reach or
draw on university outreach to provide programming for engage program leaders. The onus is on researchers to
local and regional chapters of a national youth organiza- communicate the value of answering research questions
tion. The data also suggest potential for science-focused that may seem merely academic to hardworking youth
organizations to partner with K–12 school districts on program leaders who are immersed in mentoring young
OST programming.
people and running and sustaining their programs.
Out-of-classroom experiences are an ideal venue
Implications for Practice
for building “personal connections with the ideas and
This study is the first to distinguish characteristics of excitement of STEM fields” (President’s Council, 2010, p.
youth OST science programs by organization type. xi) and can “play a key role in supporting the future of the
Leaders of science-focused OST programs might use the country’s STEM workforce” (Afterschool Alliance, 2012).
characteristics of these programs to benchmark their Our findings offer encouragement about the range,
own activities. Differences among programs sponsored variety, and strengths of organizations sponsoring OST
by other types of organizations may not be evident to science programs—yet they also show that some youth
those working in a particular sector. Moreover, because subgroups are underserved. Our results do not speak to
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the sheer magnitude of need for high-quality science-rich
OST programming.

Future Work
Overall, the results ring true to descriptions and
explanations offered by practitioners, indicating that
our study has high content validity and suggesting the
promise of the more detailed analyses now underway.
We plan to explore our questionnaire data with a focus
on program-specific issues, independent of organization
type, and to examine possible relationships between
these two ways of slicing the data. For example, we will
look more closely at differences in programs by intensity,
duration, and structure of contact hours, comparing, for
example, intensive forms such as camps with extended
forms such as afterschool programs. We will also
explore linkages between youth populations served and
program design choices. Finally, we will combine these
and other questionnaire data with a rich body of data
from in-depth interviews with more than 50 program
leaders and other well-placed observers so that we can
better understand the circumstances, constraints, and
opportunities that give rise to these patterns in program
design and characteristics.
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shifting expectations
Bringing STEM to Scale through Expanded Learning Systems
by Jessica Donner and Yvonne Wang

There is widespread consensus that improving our nation’s competitiveness in science fields urgently demands
improved science, technology, engineering and math

low student-to-staff ratios and opportunities for handson and project-based learning—makes them an ideal
environment for inquiry-based informal science education (Friedman & Quinn, 2006). Nevertheless, highquality STEM education does not seem to be happening

(STEM) education, particularly for underserved youth. As
a result, policymakers, funders, and educators have led a
call to stimulate the U.S. STEM pipeline. Recognizing that
schools can’t do it alone, they have called for “all hands
on deck” to boost STEM achievement, ignite passions
in science, and expose students—particularly female
and minority students—to STEM career possibilities.
Expanded learning opportunities, such as afterschool and summer programs, are particularly well positioned to help address the STEM education crisis (Afterschool Alliance, 2011). A large percentage of youth
participating in afterschool programs are members of
groups traditionally underrepresented in STEM fields.
Additionally, the nature of these programs—featuring
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at scale. Science education is not typically expected of
programs in the way that art, music, and physical activity
are. As noted in a 2008 study from the Coalition for Science After School (Chi, Freeman, & Lee, 2008) surveys
of frontline staff have revealed significant obstacles for
informal science education in afterschool, including lack
of staff buy-in, comfort, or experience in science; insufficient staff training; and a lack of materials. To address
the STEM gap in expanded learning programs, expectations of programs must change and frontline staff must
be supported with professional development in STEM.

A National Strategy to Build STEM
Education Systems
In an effort to prepare all children for post-secondary
success and a lifetime of science-based learning,
the Collaborative for Building After-School Systems
(CBASS) and TASC, with generous support from the
Noyce Foundation, have developed a national initiative
to institutionalize engaging, inquiry-based STEM
experiences in afterschool. In 2007, TASC set out to
stimulate a culture shift among afterschool leaders and
staff in order to increase the demand for and delivery of
high-quality informal science education in New York City
afterschool programs. This strategy, Frontiers in Urban
Science Exploration (FUSE), employs a twofold systemic
approach to bring about this culture shift and shape
practice. First, a “grasstops” strategy, led by local out-ofschool time (OST) intermediary organizations, engages
leaders and staff of schools and afterschool programs,
along with government officials, science organization
leaders, policymakers, and funders, in building
enthusiasm and capacity for inquiry-based STEM learning
after school. Second, a “grassroots” strategy gives frontline
afterschool staff and supervisors who do not have STEM
backgrounds the content knowledge, instructional skills,
and confidence to facilitate STEM activities effectively.
CBASS is expanding the New York City work of FUSE in
six locations—Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, Oakland (CA),
Palm Beach County, and Providence—to demonstrate
the feasibility of a systemic strategy to advance STEM
education and to identify promising practices to inform
policy and practice nationally. As of the submission of this
article, evaluations of the initiative had been conducted in
New York City, Providence, and Oakland; therefore, we
focus on those cities’ promising practices and grassroots
outcomes. Evaluations for the remaining four cities are
forthcoming.
The FUSE strategy is designed to be both flexible
enough to be effective across jurisdictions and focused
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enough to result in similar shared effects. The strategy
builds on local assets while maintaining broad core
elements to support program success. Core elements
of afterschool STEM programs fall into two categories:
program and system (Table 1). Program-level elements
describe characteristics of high-quality afterschool
science education, while system-level elements describe
characteristics of well-coordinated systems that lead to
improved quality, scale, and sustainability.

Promising Approaches
Intermediary OST organizations in the cities where
FUSE has been implemented have tested approaches at
the grassroots and grasstops levels to foster the mindset
that frontline staff members, though not necessarily
trained in STEM disciplines, can effectively facilitate
informal science education. Though FUSE embraces a
holistic system approach targeted to frontline staff and
city leadership, 2010–2011 evaluation findings pointed
to a correlation among strong gains in staff and youth
outcomes and grassroots activities directed toward
frontline staff. These findings are preliminary; our future
evaluations will look more closely at the effect of the
grasstops strategy on sustainability and on culture shifts
at the program and city leadership levels.
Here we focus on promising practices from the
2010–2011 school year in New York, Providence, and
Oakland that have helped contribute to positive staff and
youth outcomes. The practices fall into three categories:
UÊ *ÀÛ`}ÊiÝ«iÀiÌ>]ÊÃiµÕiÌ>ÊÌÀ>}Ê««ÀÌÕÌiÃ
UÊ ÃÃiÃÃ}ÊµÕ>ÌÞÊ-/ Ê«À}À>Ã
UÊ }>}}ÊÃÌ>vvÊÊ«iiÀÊi>À}ÊVÕÌiÃ

Experiential, Sequential Training Opportunities
When TASC set out to increase the amount of informal
science education in New York City afterschool programs,
it built on existing high-quality curricula rather than
creating its own. TASC’s criteria for high-quality science
curricula included that they:
UÊ iÊµÕÀÞL>Ãi`Ê>`Ê >`ÃÊ
UÊ ÛÛiÊÞÕÌ ÊÊ } iÀÀ`iÀÊÌ }ÊÃÃÊÃÕV Ê>ÃÊ
decision making, planning, problem solving, and reflecting
UÊ VÕ`iÊ««ÀÌÕÌiÃÊvÀÊ«>ÀiÌ>ÊÛÛiiÌÊ
UÊ *ÀÛ`iÊV >ViÃÊvÀÊÞÕÌ ÊÌÊi>ÀÊ>LÕÌÊÀiÊ`iÃÊ
UÊ VÕÀ>}iÊÞÕÌ ÊÌÊÃiiÊÌ iÃiÛiÃÊ>ÃÊi>ÀiÀÃÊ
UÊ 1ÃiÊ ÌiV µÕiÃÊ >««À«À>ÌiÊ vÀÊ >Ê Û>ÀiÌÞÊ vÊ i>À}Ê
styles, with attention to the needs of underrepresented
populations
UÊ 1ÃiÊ>vvÀ`>LiÊ>ÌiÀ>ÃÊÌ >ÌÊ>ÀiÊi>ÃÞÊÌÊw`Ê
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UTILIZE
COORDINATING
ENTITY

A coordinating agent, such as an intermediary,
supports the development of the informal
science education strategy by:
UÊ iÛiÀ>}}ÊÀiÃÕÀViÃ
UÊ 6iÌÌ}ÊVÕÀÀVÕ>
UÊ "À}>â}ÊÌÀ>}
UÊ ÃÃi>Ì}Ê«ÀÃ}Ê«À>VÌViÃ
UÊ ÃÌiÀ}Ê«>ÀÌiÀÃ «ÃÊ>`ÊV>LÀ>ÌÃ
UÊ Û>Õ>Ì}ÊµÕ>ÌÞÊ>`Ê«>VÌ

ENGAGE
CROSS-SECTOR
LEADERS

To stimulate a culture shift about the
importance of STEM in afterschool, leaders
from community, school, informal science,
and business sectors are engaged through
convenings, alliances, and strategic planning.

INTEGRATE
HIGH-QUALITY
CURRICULA

High-quality curricula:
UÊ ÀiÊ`iÃ}i`ÊvÀÊ>vÌiÀÃV 
UÊ ÀiÊµÕÀÞL>Ãi`Ê>`Ê}ÀÕ`i`ÊÊvÕ
UÊ ÛÛiÊv>>ÀÊ>ÌiÀ>ÃÊÌÊ>iÊÌ iÊV>ÃiÊ
that science is part of our everyday lives
UÊ *ÀÌiÊiµÕÌÞÊ>}ÊLÞÃÊ>`Ê}ÀÃÊ>`Ê
among students of varying abilities and
ethnicities
UÊ ÀiÊiÛ`iViL>Ãi`
UÊ ÀiÊ>vvÀ`>Li

PROMOTE COINQUIRY

Staff and students work side by side to
explore and test assumptions.

PROGRAM LEVEL

SYSTEM LEVEL

DEVELOP
STAFF

To ensure continuity of skills and expertise
from year to year, training and technical
assistance are:
UÊ "}}\ÊV`ÕVÌi`ÊÊÕÌ«iÊÃiÃÃÃÊ
across the year with repeated observation
and coaching
UÊ vviÀiÌ>Ìi`\ÊVÀ«À>Ì}Ê>`Û>Vi`Ê
activities to ensure skill improvement for
returning participants
UÊ  ÀÌL>Ãi`\ÊÛÛ}ÊÕÌ«iÊÃÌiÃÊ
trained as a group
UÊ iÛiÀi`ÊÌÊÌi>Ã\Ê>ÌÌi`i`ÊLÞÊÃÕ«iÀÛÃÀÃÊ
and frontline staff from the same site

Table 1. FUSE Core Elements
UÊ iÊi>ÃÞÊÌÊ «iiÌÊvÀÊÃÌ>vvÊ ÜÌ ÊÊÃViViÊ L>Vground
UÊ ``ÀiÃÃÊ>Ì>Ê-/ ÊÃÌ>`>À`Ã
UÊ VÕ`iÊ>ÊÃÌ>vvÊÌÀ>}ÊV«iÌÊ
UÊ *ÀÛ`iÊ>««À«À>ÌiÊVÌiÌÊvÀÊ>Ê`ÛiÀÃiÊÕÀL>Ê>Õ`iViÊ
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TASC created a menu of STEM
curriculum options each year,
ensuring that the offerings included
a range of age levels and a variety of
STEM subjects. The menu included
descriptions of each program, the
appropriate age range, the dates of
trainings, and any costs associated with
implementing the curriculum. TASC
required sites to fill out an application
form and sign a memorandum of
understanding that detailed their
commitment. TASC worked with sites
to identify appropriate curricula and
support the delivery of the activities
based on each site’s STEM readiness
and goals.
TASC then designed a series of
experiential, sequential training sessions for staff to attend throughout
the year. At each training, the TASC
STEM team facilitated and modeled
the curricula through hands-on activities so that staff had the opportunity
to engage in the activities themselves
before implementing them with
youth. Experiential training in specific informal science curricula gives
site coordinators and frontline staff
the curriculum, hands-on materials,
and coaching they need to implement
science education. Site staff generally attended in teams of at least two
to ensure consistency of STEM programming from year to year. Ongoing
trainings throughout the year allowed
staff to reflect with peers on what
worked and what didn’t and to refine
the co-inquiry pedagogical approach.

Peer Learning Communities
In an effort to increase the capacity
of afterschool providers to provide
accessible, high-quality informal
science education as well as to
develop staff members’ confidence in
facilitating STEM activities, partners in
Oakland, California, developed an intensive peer learning
community. Staff from 25 sites across the Oakland
Unified School District attended monthly meetings
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convened by staff from the district and from Techbridge,
a nonprofit organization that provides STEM experiences
for underserved youth. Topics included teaching inquirybased science, promoting science career exploration,
engaging families and the community, supporting equity
in science programming, integrating role models, and
scaffolding science material so that students build on
their knowledge and skills over the course of the year.
Over the past two years of experimenting with the
learning community, Techbridge found that a session
works best if it includes the following components:
peer-to-peer sharing on challenges and best practices,
hands-on modeling of an activity where participants can
observe best practices being implemented, reflection
about the rationale behind the practice, and time to
adapt the strategy to participants’ afterschool programs.
As an essential complement to the learning community,
each participant is paired with a trainer for the entire year to
receive ongoing support. Participants receive two coaching
sessions during the school year, in the fall and spring. Each
session includes an observation of the participant leading
a science lesson followed by a debrief to identify areas for
improvement and develop action plans.
The learning community contributed to staff
motivation and confidence in facilitating STEM activities.
One participant reported, “I used to have a hard time
putting my lessons together, but now, because of the
Science Learning Community, I can transform a regular
lesson into a science lesson.” Another added, “I used to be
afraid of teaching science. Now I feel more comfortable
because of the Science Learning Community.”

The Effects of FUSE Afterschool STEM Systems
New York City, Providence, and Oakland each developed
strategies and systems to support and train their frontline
staff to deliver high-quality STEM activities. The evaluations focused on outcomes of these grassroots strategies
during the 2010–2011 school year.
Using self-reported data from staff and youth,
we explored the effect of the FUSE program on staff
members’ instructional confidence and on youths’
STEM-related knowledge, confidence, motivation, and
interest. The evaluation sought to answer the following
research questions:
UÊ Does training have an impact on staff outcomes?
UÊ Does program dosage have an impact on youth
outcomes?
UÊ Does training staff have an impact on youth outcomes?

Methodology
Staff members were surveyed at the beginning and at the
end of the school year using an adapted version of the
Science Teaching Efficacy Belief Instrument, developed by
Riggs and Enochs (1990) for the National Association for
Research in Science Teaching. Surveys were administered
to determine how effectively staff members felt that they
could teach science in afterschool and how much of an effect
they thought they could have on youths’ science learning.
The instrument consists of two subscales: the instructional
confidence score, which indicates how confident the staff
member is in his or her ability to effectively teach science,
and the personal impact score, which measures how much
the staff member believes that his or her teaching can
influence youths’ science learning
(Bursal, 2008). Tests showed strong
reliability for the instructional
STEM Quality Assessment
confidence subscale and moderately
strong reliability for the personal
Observational tools to support quality improvement of STEM
impact scale while validity tests
programs are emerging. For example, Dr. Gil Noam of the Program
revealed all items were significantly
in Education, Afterschool, and Resiliency (PEAR) led the development
and positively correlated (Riggs
of the DOS tool. The Educational Equity Center at FHI 360 developed
a quality assessment tool that adds dimensions of gender equity
& Enochs, 1990). Additionally,
through the Great Science for Girls project.
data on staff training dosage were
collected for New York City, but not
As part of the FUSE initiative, the Providence After School Alliance
for Providence and Oakland.
(PASA) worked with the David P. Weikart Center for Youth Program
Twice during the year, youth
Quality to develop and conduct a preliminary validation of a new
observational assessment for STEM-focused OST programming. Based
participants were asked about their
on the Weikart Center’s Youth Program Quality Assessment (YPQA),
STEM-related knowledge, confithe STEM PQA consists of both observational and interview forms.
dence, motivation, and interest.
PASA is now using the STEM PQA to observe STEM-focused programs
Two measures were used to assess
and to coach instructors on how to improve quality.
these domains. At the first measurement, participants completed
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Figure 1. NYC Instructional Confidence Scores by Previous STEM Experience
the Excited, Engaged and Interested
Pre*
Post
Learner Survey (Common Instru60
ment), which is being validated
during the 2012–2013 school year
50
by PEAR. The tool asks youth about
40
their STEM habits, engagement, and
career plans and about their feelings
(N = 28) (N = 11)
(N = 76) (N = 48)
30
toward both in-school and out-of50.3
53.8
44.8
50.0
school STEM. At the second mea20
surement, youth again completed
this survey as well as an adapted
10
version of the Student Science At0
titude Change tool (originally called
Previous STEM
No Previous STEM
Student Subjective Attitude Change
Measures) developed by Stake and
Mares (2001) of the University of Note: Pre- and post-program survey scores are not matched to individual staff members.
Missouri-St. Louis. This scale cap- * p < 0.05
tures participants’ assessment of
the degree to which the program brought about posinovice teachers (Angle & Moseley, 2009). After training
tive change in their science motivation, confidence, and
and a year of experience, the difference disappeared. This
knowledge. The adapted version used a four-point scale,
finding suggests that, after participating in FUSE, inexfrom “not at all” to “definitely,” on which students rated
perienced staff caught up with their more experienced
statements in the form “My experiences in the afterschool
peers. Figure 1 shows instructional confidence scores for
science program [led to an outcome].” Tests of reliability
New York City and Figure 2 for Oakland. None of Proviresulted in strong reliability for motivation and confidence
dence’s staff members had previous STEM experience, so
and moderately strong reliability for the knowledge scale
there was no comparison group.
(Stake & Mares, 2001). Youth program participation data
One city’s evaluation found that training attendance
was also collected for Providence and Oakland, but not for
and dosage were associated with increased instructional
New York City.
confidence or personal impact scores. In New York City,
two groups of staff took the end-of-year survey: a program
Findings
group of staff who attended training and a comparison
Findings center on staff members’ beliefs about their
group of staff who did not. New York City was the
confidence and efficacy and on
youth participants’ assessments of Figure 2. Oakland Instructional Confidence Scores by Previous STEM Experience
changes in their STEM knowledge
and attitudes.
Staff Members
One key finding was that FUSE participation built confidence among
inexperienced STEM instructors.
Before FUSE training, staff who
had previous STEM experience
scored significantly higher on the
instructional confidence scale than
did those with no previous STEM
experience. This difference is consistent with research suggesting
that experienced teachers have
higher self-efficacy beliefs than do

Pre*

60

Post

50
40
30

(N = 6)
56.5

(N = 5)
56.2

(N = 9)
47.3

(N = 5)
55.2

20
10
0
Previous STEM

No Previous STEM

Note: Pre- and post-program survey scores are not matched by individual staff members.
* p < 0.05
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Figure 3. NYC Instructional Confidence and Personal Impact Scores by
Training Attendance
of 2.4 points. This between-group
difference in personal impact scores is
Attend
Did Not Attend
60
statistically significant; it suggests that
greater depth of training helps staff to
50
see themselves as having an important
effect on youths’ STEM learning.
40
Furthermore, youth science motivation and science confidence were both
30
positively correlated with staff training
(N = 69) (N = 43)
(N = 71) (N = 45)
20
in New York City, the only site that col50.7
47.7
33.3
33.0
lected data on training dosage. Having
10
staff members attend more training was
correlated with greater student motivation
0
and confidence in science, as found in the
Instructional Confidence*
Personal Impact
Attitude Change survey. In afterschool
programs that had staff members attend
* p < 0.05
more FUSE trainings, youth reported
more positive feelings about engaging in
science as a result of their program experiences. The Excited,
only city to distribute surveys to staff members who did not
Engaged, and Interested Learning Survey also showed a
participate in training. The program group had significantly
relationship between staff training dosage and youth attihigher post-program instructional confidence scores than did
tudes about science. The number of training sessions staff
the comparison group, as shown in Figure 3. Personal impact
attended was significantly and positively correlated with
scores were similar for both groups.
youths’ agreement with such statements as, “I like to take
New York outcomes also showed that the dosage of
things apart and learn more about them,” “I would like to
training affected personal impact scores. Figure 4 shows
have a science or computer job in the future,” “I get excited
that staff who attended one to three training sessions had
to find out I will be doing a science activity,” and “Science
a mean decline of 2.0 points in personal impact, while staff
is one of my favorite subjects after school.” These findings
who attended four or more sessions had a mean increase
support those from the Attitude
Change survey, where staff trainFigure 4. NYC Instructional Confidence and Personal Impact Score Change by
ing was found to be significantly
Training Dosage
correlated with student motivation and confidence.
High Dosage (4+)
Low Dosage (1–3)
Youth Participants
(N = 14)
The post-participation surveys
3.4
Instructional Confidence
(
N
=
9)
found a relationship between
Change
5.6
level of student exposure to
STEM and self-reported science
knowledge. In both Oakland
(N = 15)
(Figure 5) and Providence
-2.0
(Figure 6), science knowledge
Personal Impact
(N = 10)
Change*
was significantly higher for
2.4
youth who were exposed to
STEM curricula for more than
one month than for those who
-8.0
-4.0
0.0
4.0
8.0
had less than one month’s worth
Pre-to-Post Change
of STEM activities. Changes in
science confidence scores were
Note: Change score is calculated based on staff who had complete scores on both pre- and postalso higher in both cities for
program surveys.
* p < 0.05
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Figure 5. Oakland Student Attitude Change by Dosage
< 1 month (N = 83)

Recommendations

1 month+ (N = 277)

3

2

2.84

2.88

2.87

2.99

3.05

3.31

1
Motivation

Confidence**

Knowledge*

Drawing from evaluation findings and the
programmatic
experiences of the New
York, Providence, and
Oakland initiatives, we
suggest the following
recommendations
to
support communitywide efforts to integrate
STEM experiences into
OST programming.

Outreach should emphasize that youth development experts can
Figure 6. Providence Student Attitude Change by Dosage
facilitate STEM co-inquiry.
Outreach to afterschool
< 1 month (N = 7)
1 month+ (N = 277)
programs and schools
should aim to build
3
public understanding
that anyone with appropriate training and
support—not just science
experts—can
2
2.87
3.01
2.66
3.39
2.73
3.39
implement STEM in
afterschool programs.
Successful informal science programs draw on
the youth development
1
expertise of afterschool
Motivation
Confidence**
Knowledge*
leaders to adopt a coinquiry approach, in
* p < 0.05
** Not significant at the 0.05 level, but a trend exists.
which leaders learn
students with more than one month of participation,
alongside students. Broadening the understanding of who
though the differences were not significant at the 0.05
can deliver afterschool science education helps to build
level. Student participation data were not available for
the case that afterschool is a natural place to engage
New York City.
young people in science.
Furthermore, Oakland’s survey results showed
significantly higher science motivation and science
Curriculum matters. Selecting appropriate and highconfidence scores for youth who were exposed to STEM
quality curriculum materials is essential to providing
curricula for three or more hours per week than for
youth with hands-on STEM experiences that engage
those who had fewer than three hours per week of STEM
and excite them. Activities should be relevant to the
activities, as shown in Figure 7. The trends in Providence
participants, inquiry-based, and hands-on. Curricula
were in the opposite direction, though the findings there
that use easy-to-access, culturally familiar materials send
were not statistically significant. New York, again, did
a powerful message to the participants that science is
not provide student participation data.
everywhere, giving them an opportunity to continue the
learning beyond the afterschool setting.
* p < 0.05

** Not significant at the 0.05 level, but a trend exists.
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Figure 7. Oakland Student Attitude Change by Intensity
< 3 hrs/wk (N = 300)

3 hrs/wk+ (N = 54)

Coordinating entities
are important change
3
agents in building
quality informal science
education systems.
A lead coordinating
agency, such as an in2.81
3.12
2.91
3.24
3.22
3.42
2
termediary, helps to
broker
partnerships
and has a bird’s-eye
view of a community’s
resources for support1
ing STEM education.
Motivation
Confidence**
Knowledge*
In line with their core
functions, intermediar* p < 0.05
** Not significant at the 0.05 level, but a trend exists.
ies can provide professional development,
Provide training to staff members in order to boost
leverage resources, convene stakeholders, and conduct
staff and youth outcomes. Attending training may help
research to expand and sustain afterschool systems that
staff without STEM background or experience rise to
promote informal science education. Coordinating entities
the same levels of confidence as STEM-proficient staff
are well positioned to bring high-quality STEM to scale.
members. Training sessions are particularly helpful when
they are hands-on and ongoing, allowing staff members
to “be the youth.” Staff members learn to anticipate youth
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VOICES FROM THE FIELD

getting intentional about
STEM learning
by Michael MacEwan

In an afterschool space, desks are grouped in fours. In
the center of each group is a seemingly random assortment of materials, including uncooked spaghetti, spiced
gumdrops, and a small cardboard square. After a brief
introduction to the activity, a staff member posts the
challenge on the wall: Using only these materials and
working together as a team, each group must build the
tallest possible tower that can support a 20-ounce water bottle independently for 10 seconds.
Teams look at the materials, discuss the challenge,
and brainstorm possible solutions. Then they begin to manipulate the materials. Through trial and error, they refine
a solution until they feel confident it is ready to be tested.
I am describing a typical scene in the 21st Century
Community Learning Center (21st CCLC) I used to direct.
The team members are the fourth-graders my program
served—but they could equally well be the staff leader

and his counterparts, whose professional development included participating in this same activity before they led it.
As a program director, I worked to create a “culture
of STEM” for both program participants and staff. Science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) served
as the central topic across all of our enrichment clubs.
Almost every activity involved some aspect of STEM;
everything we did was hands-on and inquiry based. We
equipped staff to lead STEM activities using the same
hands-on, inquiry-based approach. Most of the time,
we integrated STEM with other content areas such as
language arts. We thus had taken the first steps toward
making STEM learning an intentional component of
our program. The next step we might have taken was
to use theme-based learning across the entire program.

MICHAEL MACEWAN is director of 21st CCLC and STEM Initiatives at NJSACC: The Statewide Network for New Jersey’s Afterschool
Communities. He participated in the Afterschool Matters Practitioner
Research Fellowship in Philadelphia in 2008–2009 and has served
as a fellowship facilitator since 2010. He has more than 12 years of
experience implementing STEM in informal settings. His goal is to
increase the number of high-quality STEM opportunities to which
youth have access.

What Children Experienced

the math to support the activity, drawing and sketches to
The community our program served was an urban New
recreate each activity, and graphs of their data.
Jersey school district whose population was more than 90
percent Latino. We served only fourth-graders in all five of
How Staff Were Equipped
the district’s elementary schools. As a direct result of the
Professional development is the key to developing
staff’s hard work and commitment, program participants
high-quality STEM programming. The biggest obstacle to
outscored their non-program peers on standardized tests
implementing STEM learning is not cost, but staff memin math, language arts, and science.
bers’ fear of leading STEM activities.
Clear, definitive results showed
Even though my staff and I Staffers do not need a STEM backthat our methods were working.
ground to lead STEM activities; expohighlighted
that
the
kids
Our young participants knew
sure to STEM through professional
they were in a STEM-focused af- were learning, we didn’t tell development will lead to comfort,
terschool program. In retrospect, I
making concepts less foreign and
them what they were
don’t know that they understood
learning or how it fit into a teaching the staff to reason through
what that meant. At the time, I
problems the same way we hope
larger picture. We could
subscribed to the idea of “disguised
the kids will. Professional develophave drawn the connection ment for OST should strike a ballearning”—hiding the educational
for them, telling them that ance between teaching content and
value of program activities. I thought
that participants would have fun this fun activity in which they pedagogy skills while modeling best
while learning skills that would
were engaged was actually practices to engage youth.
translate to other areas. Our goal
Professional development thus
helping them learn math,
was for participants to use criticallooks almost exactly the same as the
science, and language arts. activities staff members will ultimately
thinking and problem-solving skills
to understand broad STEM conlead with kids. When I led STEM procepts, rather than focusing on vocabulary and terminology.
fessional development, staff members would come into the
We therefore masked the content of activities. Though activtraining space and wonder what we were up to that day.
ities were STEM focused, we tended not to tell participants
I’d give the materials and the challenge and ask them to
that they were learning engineering or physics or math.
come up with their solutions. I modeled my interactions
I now think we were doing a disservice to those youth.
with them as I expected them to interact with the youth.
Even though my staff and I highlighted that the kids were
The only difference was that, with the staff, I would stop
learning, we didn’t tell them what they were learning or
to interject teaching tips, for example, highlighting where
how it fit into a larger picture. We could have drawn the
children might struggle and offering suggestions to ease
connection for them, telling them that this fun activity in
their frustration. When staff do activities in professional dewhich they were engaged was actually helping them learn
velopment before they attempt them with kids, they learn
math, science, and language arts. This connection would
to anticipate possible problems. We talk about strategies to
demonstrate not only that they could “do science” or “do
engage all children and ways to alter the challenge to ensure
math,” but also that they could have fun doing it.
that everyone, regardless of abilities, can complete the task.
Every enrichment club had its own STEM theme,
In the spaghetti tower challenge, groups encounter many
though that theme did not carry over to other clubs. For
obstacles before they start to show success. Teams figure out
example, in the Sports and Math club, youth participated
fairly quickly that they need to use the gumdrops as connectors
in physical activities and solved related math problems.
for the spaghetti. The first obstacle is that the spaghetti breaks
They might shoot a basketball from various spots on the
pretty easily when they try to push it into the gumdrops. Once
court and calculate the average number of shots made and
groups understand the limitations of the spaghetti, they can
missed and the probability that a shooter would make or
build taller towers. With height come additional obstacles:
miss a shot from each location. They might also learn to
Usually the towers start to twist or lean. Groups overcome this
calculate baseball or softball statistics or explore the physproblem by adding cross-supports or a “kickstand.” Then they
ics behind how soccer players can “bend it” like David
find that the tower twists because of the weight of the gumBeckham. To integrate their STEM sports learning with
drops. Eventually someone figures out that the gumdrops do
other curriculum areas, we had participants keep detailed
not have to remain whole; pieces can be torn off to bind the
journals including written descriptions of each activity,
spaghetti, thus reducing the weight as the height increases.
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Groups will inevitably discover loopholes. For exand other content areas. However, we could have done more
ample, the last time I led this activity with adults, I had a
to bridge all content areas by implementing a fully integrated
particularly creative (and slightly theatrical) group call me
program-wide theme encompassing all enrichment activities.
over to their table, quickly pour the water from their bottle
For example, the theme of “technology through the
into a travel coffee mug, and then place the empty bottle
ages” could highlight how every generation invents or
on top of their tower with a flourish, pointing out that I
improves solutions to meet the challenges of its time. An
had never specified that the bottle be full of water. They
OST program could allow participants to choose a technolwere absolutely correct, but in the spirit of the challenge, I
ogy used in an ancient civilization and then find modern
had them try it with a full bottle— and they were successequivalents, or participants could track the evolution of a
ful anyway. A key teaching tip I always leave adults with is
single technology, like the telephone. Tracking a technolthat kids are masterful at finding these loopholes.
ogy through the cultures that used it infuses social studies
At the conclusion of the spaghetti activity, we discuss
into the theme. Engineering can be included by having stuthe challenge, the obstacles, and ways leaders can help
dents determine how the technologies were created, how
groups find solutions. We also disthey worked, and how they were
cuss the content areas included in
Children are not trained to improved over time. Math questions
the activity, as well as other topics
could be interspersed throughout
approach a problem as a
that can be linked to it. It is easy to
the activities; for instance, particisee the connection to engineering whole, considering all of its pants could research and graph the
and math, but links to architecture
number of home telephones in the
parts. Instead, they have
and language arts may not be as obbeen taught to categorize U.S. for each decade from invenvious. For architecture, staff could
tion through the present. Additional
activities by content area: math problems could support what
lead a discussion about how some
“Oh, this is math.”
structures have to look a certain
the students have discovered. Literaway because of their function or the
cy and language arts skills should be
materials with which they are constructed. To incorporate
included in all activities relating to the theme. Participants
language arts, I would have the young people write a towercould maintain data logs of their research or write newspaper
building instruction manual with step-by-step instructions,
articles announcing the technologies as they are introduced
illustrations, and a troubleshooting guide.
throughout history, outlining the context, the problem the
Leading professional development in this way has
technology solves, and how it was created.
many advantages. Staff members gain many of the same
This approach counteracts the current tendency to
benefits the children gain from these experiences. Workconduct education in silos, teaching content areas like
ing in small groups allows staffers to bond with their
science and language arts separately. Children are not
peers. They learn that problems sometimes have multiple
trained to approach a problem as a whole, considering all
solutions. Having done the activity themselves, they are
of its parts. Instead, they have been taught to categorize
able to better assist children who are struggling and have
activities by content area: “Oh, this is math.” Dependa better idea of what the results can be. These exercises
ing on their perception of math, this categorization leads
also reinforce staffers’ confidence in their ability to lead
some children to embrace the activity, while others shut
activities, fostering the belief that they can “do STEM”
down. A child who struggles in math is likely to do better
with children.
if numbers are presented in a context that has relevance
Ultimately we want both staff and participants to
to him or her. This kind of relevance is where themesee that STEM is not some group of isolated subjects
based curriculum excels. The theme-based approach can
but a common factor in many activities they already enhave a profound effect at any grade level.
joy. STEM needn’t be intimidating. We all do math and
Weaving STEM through all program activities is one
science every day without giving it any thought. While
step toward offering intentional, high-quality STEM learndriving your car, you are continually doing math and
ing after school. Taking the next step to create a programphysics while going from point A to point B.
wide theme-based curriculum would optimize the “culture
of STEM” and, at the same time, foster a culture of holistic
How It Could Be Better
learning for the whole child. Such a program would help to
As illustrated in the spaghetti tower challenge, staff in my
produce well-rounded, thoughtful youth; the effects would
program worked to show the connections between STEM
carry over to participants’ school and home lives.
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Collaborating to Build Capacity
Though afterschool programs have the potential to introduce much-needed
STEM learning in innovative ways, they are often hindered by a lack of
capacity, resources, and sustainability strategies.
The National Girls Collaborative Project (NGCP), a national initiative partially
funded by the National Science Foundation, works to help youth-serving
organizations infuse STEM content in their programming.
NGCP brings together organizations such as afterschool and summer programs,
museums and science centers, K–12 schools, colleges and universities,
professional organizations, and industry. The premise is that collaboration can
strengthen the capacity of existing organizations to deliver high-quality STEM
programming, especially for youth underrepresented in STEM.
NGCP focuses on four capacity-building strategies:
UÊ -ÌÀÕVÌÕÀi`Ê«iÀÃÊV>LÀ>ÌÊ>`Ê«ÀviÃÃ>Ê`iÛi«iÌ°
NGCP Collaboratives bring together professionals committed to
encouraging girls in STEM for learning, collaboration, and resource
sharing. A total of 5,607 professionals have participated in NGCP in-person
events across the U.S. since 2006.
UÊ ViÌÛiÃÊvÀÊV>LÀ>ÌÊ>`ÊÃÕÃÌ>>LÌÞ° NGCP Collaboratives
provide mini-grants of up to $1,000 to two or more individuals or
organizations collaborating on a STEM project for youth in their region.
UÊ >VÌ>Ì}ÊV>LÀ>ÌÊÌ ÀÕ} ÊiÊViVÌÃ°ÊNGCP’s
online program directory allows projects and organizations to enter basic
program data and contact information along with brief descriptions of
organizational goals, population served, and geographic location. Program
directory entries also include “resources needed” and “resources available”
as catalysts for collaboration.
UÊ "iÊ«ÀviÃÃ>Ê`iÛi«iÌÊ>`Ê`ÃÃi>Ì°ÊNGCP provides
free webinars to make current research accessible. A monthly e-newsletter
disseminates exemplary practices and effective program models for
engaging youth in STEM, highlights mini-grant projects, and publicizes
efforts and events related to informal education and STEM.
For more information on these strategies,
visit www.ngcproject.org.
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NIOST
Wellesley Centers for Women
Wellesley College
106 Central Street
Wellesley, MA 02481

Attend NIOST’s

The

Robert
Bowne
Foundation
6 East 39th Street
10th floor
New York, NY 10016

July 15 - 16, 2013
Afterschool Program
Assessment System (APAS)

Summer
Seminars

in Wellesley, MA

July 17 - 18, 2013

National
Institute on
Out-of-School
Time
AT T H E W E L L E S L E Y
CENTERS FOR WOMEN

106 Central Street
Wellesley, MA 02481

Advanced APAS
Implementation: Reaching
Child and Youth Outcomes

July 19, 2013
Courage to Lead:
A Retreat for Personal
Renewal

For more information go to
www.niost.org
or call 781-283-2546.
Register today!
Be part of a rewarding professional
development and networking
opportunity for afterschool and
youth development professionals.

Afterschool Matters
Call for Papers
3PRING  )SSUE

Afterschool Matters, a national, peer-reviewed journal dedicated to promoting professionalism, scholarship, and consciousness in
the field of afterschool education, is seeking material for the Spring 2014 issue. Published by the National Institute on Out-of-School
Time with support from the Robert Bowne Foundation, the journal serves those involved in developing and running programs for
youth during the out-of-school time hours, in addition to those engaged in research and in shaping youth development policy.
Afterschool Matters seeks scholarly work, from a variety of disciplines, which can be applied to or is based on the afterschool arena. The
journal also welcomes submissions that explore practical ideas for working with young people during the out-of-school hours. Articles
should connect to current theory and practice in the field by relating to previously published research; a range of academic perspectives
will be considered. We also welcome personal or inspirational narratives and essays for our section “Voices from the Field.”
Any topic related to the theory and practice of out-of-school time programming will be considered for the Spring 2014 issue. We
invite you to discuss possible topics in advance with us. Suggested topics include:
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